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ABSTRACT
The supercritical carbon dioxide recompression Brayton cycle is being considered for CSP
applications due to its potential for lower cost and higher efficiency relative to steam Rankine
cycles, but achieving high efficiency requires large, expensive recuperators. Regenerators
may provide cost and performance advantages over traditional heat exchanger technology.
A regenerator is a periodic heat exchanger in which the transfer of heat from the hot to
cold fluid is temporally decoupled via a thermal energy storage media, such as a packed
bed of spheres inside an insulated pressure vessel. Valves control the allocation of fluid
into and out of such a packed bed to ensure quasi-steady flow. Regenerators are inherently
transient devices, and their dynamic performance in sCO2 power cycles has never been
quantified. This work presents a one-dimensional, transient regenerator model suitable for
system simulation. The model is validated against 10 kWth experimental regenerator data.
Simulations of 10 MWe sCO2 power cycles equipped with a high-temperature regenerator
find that the pressurization and de-pressurization of regenerative heat exchangers result in
compressor flow rate and net power fluctuations of up to 10% and 6%, respectively, every
22.5 seconds, demonstrating the importance of considering process switching when sizing
regenerator packed beds and valves. Splitting the regenerator into a greater number of
packed bed-valve sets operated in parallel could reduce the magnitude of these fluctuations.
Part-load and load-following analysis finds that regenerators perform as well as traditional
recuperators in load-following scenarios. Optimization of a 100 MWe regenerator-equipped
sCO2 cycle for CSP finds that the potential economic benefit of regenerators relative to
recuperators depends largely on the cost of the latter technology. Regenerators may have
a greater advantage in higher-temperature applications, but this depends largely on the
feasibility and cost of manufacturing large valves using nickel alloys.
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The COP21 Agreement of 2015 signaled a coordinated effort from countries around the
world to limit the average global temperature increase to less than 2◦C above pre-industrial
levels, while striving to limit the increase to less than 1.5◦C [1]. Recent integrated assess-
ment models (IAMS) indicate that achieving this target will require rapid decarbonization
of electricity generation infrastructure [2]. Leading decarbonization strategies involve tran-
sitioning from fossil-fuel based electricity generation to carbon neutral resources such as
nuclear, bioenergy, or renewable energy. An alternative approach is to capture and sequester
carbon dioxide from existing or future fossil fuel power plants.
Of the previously mentioned strategies, nuclear power is the most technologically proven
with over 60 years of development. However, high cost relative to other resources has made
operating nuclear plants economically challenging, and concerns over complexity, risk, waste
management, and safety in the aftermath of the 2011 Fukushima plant disaster have ham-
pered the nuclear industry and prompted some countries to phase out nuclear power [3, 4].
Biomass offers a carbon-neutral fuel source, but faces unresolved challenges in supply chain
management, fuel synthesis logistics and economics, and potential competition with food-
crop production for land [5]. Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) is also proven to be
technically feasible. However, a lack of consistent public policy, high private sector risk, and a
slue of failed demonstration projects have slowed the pace of CCS development [6]. Further-
more, traditional CCS still has emissions associated with coal mining, gas handling, leakage,
and imperfect capture. As a result, IAMs that outline pathways to the most aggressive
mitigation targets (warming < 1.5◦C) rely on less cumulative CCS than weaker mitigation
scenarios [2]. Renewables, such as wind and solar photovoltaic, have recently seen dramatic
cost reductions [7]. While significant capacity additions of these technologies are expected to
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be implemented in coming years, their intermittency limits their ability to reduce emissions.
Electrical energy storage (EES) is widely seen as a remedy to this problem, and some stud-
ies indicate that without another source of carbon free operating flexibility (like nuclear or
fossil-CCS), EES is required to meet both electricity demand and low emissions targets [8].
Many different EES technologies exist, but those that are already commercially developed
suffer from limited suitable geological sites, low energy density and/or efficiency, and high
cost [9–11]. No single technology appears well placed to achieve deep decarbonization, and
the future pace and direction of technological development is difficult to predict. As a result,
a portfolio of technologies should be the focus of research and development activities [8, 12].
Concentrated solar power (CSP) is a growing alternative to the above described technolo-
gies. Figure 1.1 depicts a CSP plant. CSP is different from solar photovoltaic technology
in that instead of directly employing photons to produce an electric current, CSP converts
solar energy into thermal energy by concentrating sunlight using mirrors (or heliostats) onto
a receiver, such as a parabolic trough or central tower. A heat transfer media flowing within
the receiver then collects the thermal energy and can direct that heat to either a traditional
power cycle or to thermal energy storage tanks. This enables CSP power plants to deliver
renewable, carbon-free energy while providing reliability and stability to the grid. [13].
Though CSP has been the subject of DOE research since the 1980s [14], it has only
received considerable commercial attention in the last couple of decades. Today, it remains
more expensive than utility-scale PV on a levelized cost basis - utility scale PV has achieved
its 2020 target of 6 ¢/kWh, while CSP costs remain around 10 ¢/kWh in the U.S. [7, 15].
However, CSP provides a different service in that the thermal energy storage enables on-
demand electricity generation. The U.S. DOE has set technological development targets to
reduce the cost of baseload CSP to 5¢/kWh by 2030. The next section provides a brief
overview of CSP technology and what advances must be made to meet cost reduction goals.
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1.1 Introduction to Concentrating Solar Power
There are four primary types of concentrating solar power technology: parabolic trough,
linear Fresnel, dish, and central receiver. Parabolic trough and linear Fresnel technologies
concentrate sunlight onto a a linear receiver tube; dish and central receiver technologies
concentrate sunlight to a central point (or small area) [16]. Due to the higher concentration
ratio (ratio of solar irradation incident on the receiver to the direct normal irradiance), dish
and central receiver technologies can achieve higher temperatures and thus, higher power
cycle efficiencies [17]. While dish receivers are limited to small-scale applications, central
receiver plants can be and have been constructed at large scales, producing hundreds of
megawatts of grid power in the U.S. alone. The most advanced CSP plants in operation
today employ central receiver towers with two tank molten-salt thermal energy storage and
a steam-Rankine power cycle. It is now widely believed that the central receiver configuration
is the best candidate for performance and cost improvements, largely due to its scalability
and ability to provide high temperature heat [13, 18]. Such a system is shown in Figure 1.1.
The United States Department of Energy SunShot initiative was launched in 2011 with
the objective of reducing the levelized cost of energy of utility-scale solar (both photovoltaic
and CSP) to 6 ¢/kWh by 2020. In 2017 photovoltaics achieved this target, while CSP
achieved an LCOE of roughly 10.3 ¢/kWh. The targets were redefined as 3 ¢/kWh for
utility scale solar photovoltaic and 5 ¢/kWh for baseload (>12 hours of storage) CSP for
2030 [19]. The new 2030 targets also include an objective of 10 ¢/kWh for CSP peaker
plants (<6 hours of storage). These different targets reflect that peaker and baseload CSP
plants offer different services with different relative values. A recent report by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory found that if the 2030 cost targets are met, CSP penetration
could reach up to 16% of total US electricity generation capacity by 2050, depending on the
relative cost reduction of solar photovoltaic and battery storage technologies [15].
Achieving these cost reduction targets requires technological advances on multiple fronts.
The U.S. DOE has set targets for reducing the heliostat field cost to ✩50/m2, reducing
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of a central receiver CSP system with molten-salt storage [13].
power block cost to ✩900/kWe, improving power cycle efficiency to 50%, and reducing the
cost of thermal energy storage, the central receiver, and operations and maintenance to
✩15/kWht, ✩120/kWt, and ✩40/kWe-yr, respectively. Figure 1.2 illustrates the anticipated
cost reduction for each of these advances [20]. It is noteworthy that roughly 40% (2 ¢/kWh)
of the total cost reduction may come from improvements to the power cycle alone.
Reducing the power block cost while increasing efficiency cannot be achieved by em-
ploying traditional steam Rankine cycles and traditional molten salts. Most modern high
efficiency steam plants utilize supercritical steam up to 250 bar and 565◦C. Some plants have
achieved up to 600-620◦C, but without transitioning to high temperature materials, this is
the upper limit on steam Rankine cycle temperature, thus limiting efficiency to around 45%
[21]. Gas turbines employ these materials to operate at higher temperatures, but steam
turbines are comparatively much larger, and ensuring corrosion resistance and durability for
such large turbines proves cost prohibitive [22]. The larger size and high pressure trans-
lates to a large amount of material, which in turn renders very high costs. Furthermore,
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Figure 1.2: Anticipated CSP cost reductions for different technological advances [20].
state-of-the art molten nitrate salts currently used for thermal energy storage in CSP plants
have an upper temperature limit of 590-600◦C [23, 24], above which they become chemically
unstable and highly corrosive. These challenges make it clear that reaching cost reduction
targets requires a transition to a different power cycle and heat transfer media, both capable
of operating at higher temperatures. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) recently published the Concentrating Solar Power
Gen3 Demonstration Roadmap, which outlines pathways for three different central receiver
technologies: molten salt, falling particle, and gas phase receivers. Though each technology
has its own benefits and pitfalls, common to all of them is a target of delivering heat to a
supercritical carbon dioxide cycle with a turbine inlet temperature greater than 700◦C [13].
The next section discusses some of the advantages and challenges of sCO2 cycles.
1.2 Introduction to sCO2 Power Cycles
Supercritical CO2 power cycles are those that employ carbon dioxide as a working fluid
and maintain its pressure and temperature above the critical point (7.39 MPa and 31.1◦C)
throughout the entire cycle. Supercritical power cycles were first explored in the 1960s
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[25]. E.G. Feher documented some of the limitations of Rankine and Brayton cycles, and
how supercritical cycles could over come these [26]. The three cycles are shown on a T-
s diagram in Figure 1.3. Because Rankine cycles operate across the liquid-vapor dome,
their temperature range is always limited by the nature of the working fluid, and waste
heat recuperation cannot be accomplished with a simple recuperator. These cycles also see
very large pressure ratios, requiring many turbine stages. The Brayton cycle avoids these
problems by operating strictly in the vapor phase, but suffers from large compression work
requirements, high sensitivity to compressor efficiency and inlet temperature, and large heat
transfer surface areas for typical Brayton cycle pressures. By operating a power cycle in
the supercritical region, the limitations of the Rankine cycle can be avoided, and the high
compression work associated with the Brayton cycle can also be reduced due to the high
fluid density and low compressibility near the critical point.
Figure 1.3: Temperature-entropy diagram illustrating different power cycles [27].
Supercritical power cycles, like the Brayton cycle, also have the potential for a high
amount of recuperation, though this requires large heat transfer surface areas. Carbon
dioxide is a desirable working fluid because its critical pressure and temperature are both
relatively low, it is stable and inert throughout a wide temperature range, and it is abundant,
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non-toxic, and inexpensive. Figure 1.4 illustrates the potential efficiency advantage of sCO2
cycles over other power cycles, especially at higher temperatures [21].
Figure 1.4: Efficiency comparison of different advanced power cycles, adapted from Ref [21].
The high density of supercritical carbon dioxide not only reduces compression work, but
also enables more compact turbomachinery. Figure 1.5 shows a design rendering of a 10
MWe sCO2 turbine relative to a 10 MWe steam turbine. The device is significantly smaller,
enabling the use of higher temperature materials in a potentially cost-effective manner.
Supercritical CO2 power plants also have the potential to be compatible with dry-cooling
[23], which is important for CSP plants that operate in arid desert climates. Air-cooled
condensers used in steam Rankine cycles are limited by the air temperature and by the
constant condensation temperature of the steam, as illustrated in Figure 1.6. To maintain a
reasonable approach temperature, system designers must choose between increasing air flow
and air cooler surface area, thus significantly increasing cost, or increasing condensing steam
pressure, which decreases cycle efficiency [29]. In an air-cooled sCO2 power cycle, plant heat
rejection to the environment is accomplished with a single-phase air cooler. In the CO2-
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Figure 1.5: A 10 MWe sCO2 turbine compared to a 10 MWe steam turbine [28].
to-air cooler, the CO2 experiences continuously decreasing temperature as it is cooled, as
illustrated in Figure 1.6. The two temperature profiles remain close to each other, reducing
exergy losses, and the air temperature rise can be much larger. Conboy, et al estimate that
a steam-to-air cooler operating under the same conditions with a matching conductance will
require 24 times the air flow that a CO2-to-air cooler would need [29]. This suggests that
dry-cooling costs for sCO2 plants will be significantly lower than for steam Rankine plants.
Researchers have considered several sCO2 cycle configurations for different applications
[18, 21, 23, 25, 30–36] . The most basic configuration is the simple Brayton cycle, which
closely resembles a traditional recuperated Brayton cycle. The challenge with this configu-
ration is that due to the significant variation in physical properties near the critical point,
the heat capacity of the hot and cold streams of the recuperator are significantly different,
and the device sees an internal pinch point that limits overall heat transfer [37]. Dostal [21]
recommended the recompression Brayton cycle (shown in Figure 1.7), which employs two
recuperators and splits part of the cold stream before heat rejection and compresses it in a
second compressor parallel to the main compressor. The split fluid is then reintroduced after
the low temperature recuperator. This approach enables a closer match between hot and
cold stream capacity rates, enabling greater overall recuperation. Several other cycle config-
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Figure 1.6: Heat transfer profiles of steam, CO2, and air for steam-air and CO2-air heat
exchangers, adapted from [29].
urations have been considered for CSP, including simple Brayton with reheat, recompression
Brayton with reheat, partial cooling cycle with recompression and reheat, and recompression
with main-compressor intercooling and reheat [23]. While partial cooling and recompression
with main compressor intercooling are attractive options for CSP in achieving high efficiency,
much of the sCO2 industry has converged focus to the recompression Brayton cycle, primarily
because it allows high efficiency without adding significant complexity [21, 25].
Though sCO2 cycles were first studied in depth in the 1960s, they have only received in-
dustrial attention for the last couple decades. With increasing emphasis on higher efficiency
and reduced emissions, sCO2 cycles are becoming an attractive alternative to steam cycles
for a growing number of applications. Figure 1.8 shows a plot of the scale and temperature
regions in which sCO2 is advantageous, and the applications that could be served by sCO2
cycles in each of these regions [38]. Given the many applications sCO2 cycles can serve,
many companies have begun developing system components in recent years. However, fully
integrated sCO2 power cycles have yet to see widespread deployment. Notable commercial-
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Figure 1.7: Recompression Brayton cycle.
ization efforts include Echogen’s 8 MWe ESPS100 waste heat recover sCO2 cycle [28], and
NET Power, which is currently constructing a 25 MWe sCO2 Allam cycle demonstration
plant [30]. In an effort to advance the state of the art of sCO2 power cycle and promote in-
dustrial innovation, the U.S. Department of Energy has funded the construction of a 10 MWe
recompression Brayton cycle in the Supercritical Transformational Electric Power (STEP)
Program [39, 40]. The facility is intended to provide an opportunity for government and
industry to work together to improve sCO2 power cycle machinery. This collaborative effort
will benefit not only CSP, but all of the sCO2 cycle applications.
A significant challenge for sCO2 power cycles is that achieving high efficiency requires a
large amount of recuperation. For the recompression Brayton cycle, for example, the total
thermal duty of the low-temperature recuperator (LTR) and high-temperature recuperator
(HTR) combined can be as high as twice that of the primary heat exchanger. As a result,
some estimates claim that the recuperators can account for as much as 30% of the cycle
cost [41]. These heat exchangers must operate at high temperatures and high pressures.
Traditional heat exchangers such as shell and tube or plate and frame heat exchangers are
unsuitable due to insufficient performance, high cost, or inability to handle the operating
conditions [37]. Printed circuit heat exchangers (PCHEs) are one of the primary contenders
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Figure 1.8: Plot of scale and temperature regions where sCO2 and steam power cycles are
most applicable [38].
for recuperation in sCO2 Brayton cycles [41]. PCHEs are manufactured by chemically etch-
ing flow patterns into thin metal sheets, and then diffusion bonding the plates together
into a heat exchanger core, onto which headers, nozzles, and flanges must be welded [42].
Challenges with PCHEs include the ability to handle thermal stress associated with thermal
cycling, the difficulty or infeasibility in accessing the core to do maintenance, and limitations
in effectiveness due to the unavoidable cross-flow configuration in the headers [37, 43, 44].
Where high effectiveness is possible, it comes at great cost. For example, increasing effec-
tiveness from 94% to 98% may effectively double the heat exchanger size [45].
1.3 Introduction to Regenerators
Regenerators may be a low cost alternative to PCHEs for sCO2 Brayton recompression
cycles. A regenerator is essentially a thermal energy storage device that is operated as a
heat exchanger. Instead of transferring heat directly from a hot stream to a cold stream over
a physical barrier, regenerators store thermal energy from the hot stream in a packed bed
or “matrix”, and then release that energy to the cold stream at a later time. Both fluids
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occupy the same physical space, but at different times [46, 47]. In this manner, regenerators
are inherently transient, in that the matrix is cyclically charged and discharged.
Regenerators can be classified as either stationary (fixed-bed) or rotary. In a rotary
regenerator, both fluids flow constantly while the packed bed rotates through each fluid.
These regenerators are commonly used in building ventilation systems [46], but the high
pressure differential and challenges with sealing are prohibitive to their use as recuperators
in a power cycle [47]. Fixed-bed regenerators employ valves to control the allocation of fluid.
A diagram of a fixed bed regenerator is shown in Figure 1.9. First, valves allow the hot fluid
to flow through the bed, transferring heat into the matrix, thereby “charging” it. Then,
the valves switch to allow the cold fluid to flow through the bed and extract that heat,
“discharging” it. To allow quasi-continuous flow, at least two regenerator beds and eight
valves (four for each bed) must be employed.
Figure 1.9: Diagram of a fixed-bed regenerator with valves for flow control.
The matrix or packed bed could consist of a pressure vessel filled with small metal or
ceramic particles. In this manner regenerators can have very high surface areas and heat
capacities, enabling heat to be efficiently and effectively transferred, stored, and released,
enabling very high effectiveness. Furthermore, because the heat transfer processes are sepa-
rated temporally, the pressure boundary is effectively separated from the thermal boundary.
This means that regenerators can be internally insulated so that the outer pressure ves-
sel shell can be made with lower-cost materials such as carbon steel. Carbon or stainless
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steel can also be used for the packed bed, as it is not load-bearing. These characteristics
could give regenerators an advantage over recuperators at temperatures above 550◦C, where
recuperators must be constructed with nickel alloys.
Applications of regenerators include air-preheating systems in power plants, building
ventilation, gas turbine energy recovery, cryogenic refrigeration cycles, Stirling heat engines,
and aluminum and glass furnaces [46, 47]. Though regenerators have been in use in these
industries for over a century, their potential as recuperators within power cycles has received
fairly minimal attention. A recent study by Hinze, et al analyzed regenerators for use in the
sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle, and compared cost to that of a system employing PCHE
technology [37]. This study found that regenerators have the potential to reduce the levelized
cost of energy (LCOE) due to the power cycle alone by more than 20% while achieving cycle
efficiencies greater than 50%. These results are very encouraging in context of the U.S. DOE’s
goals for increasing efficiency and reducing cost of power cycles for CSP plants. However,
they are based on a regenerator model with simplifying assumptions, such as constant fluid
properties, negligible valve switching time, and steady-state operation. Supercritical CO2
properties are known to vary significantly in the temperature and pressure ranges of interest,
power-plant scale valves have significant switching times, and regenerators are inherently
transient devices. The simplified model also calculates carryover, or the fluid mass returned
to the compressor due to regenerator pressurization and de-pressurization, using an assumed
temperature profile. However, the model does not actually resolve that temperature profile,
and carryover is a critical parameter in assessing regenerator performance, as described in
Chapter 2. For these reasons, the results in the previous study could be interpreted with
greater confidence with validating experimental work or demonstrations, or higher fidelity
modeling. While a large-scale demonstration would be quite expensive and time consuming,
high fidelity modeling can be completed relatively quickly and at low cost.
A number of studies have presented detailed models that derive a regenerator’s temper-
ature both spatially and temporally. However, most of these models still rely on simplifying
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assumptions, such as constant fluid properties and instantaneous switching. These assump-
tions were necessary in order to formulate the problem in such a way that it could be easily
solved via conventional numerical methods such as Crank-Nicolson. Modern simulation tools
have made it possible to quickly simulate non-linear differential-algebraic equation systems.
This allows analysis of temperature and pressure dependent fluid properties and investiga-
tion of the effects of valve opening and closing. To the author’s best knowledge, no such
regenerator model exists in the extant literature.
Such a detailed model could be used to predict transients in temperature, pressure, and
flow rate caused by the regenerator-valve subsystem. By directly integrating this model with
a power cycle model, the effect of these fluctuations on other system components could also
be investigated. Turbomachinery and heat exchangers have limited tolerance for cycling
and thermal fluctuations, and assessing the severity of potential fluctuations and identifying
possible mitigation strategies could save significant time and money otherwise spent trou-
bleshooting early demonstration efforts. As such, this thesis presents a detailed regenerator
model for simulation within a sCO2 recompression Brayton power cycle.
1.4 Research Objectives
The research presented in this thesis is part of a collaborative effort to investigate the
thermodynamic and economic performance of sCO2 power cycles based on regenerators rel-
ative to recuperators. Specifically, the project aims to determine if regenerators can improve
the efficiency and reduce the cost of CSP plants equipped with a regenerative recompression
Brayton cycle. This effort requires both experimental and modeling approaches, with input
from industry on key component performance and cost. Research questions, objectives, and
approaches taken specific to the modeling efforts presented here are summarized as follows:
1. How should a detailed regenerator model be formulated and solved in order to cap-
ture relevant phenomena, such as local fluid property variation, valve switching, and
regenerator fluid mass holdup?
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2. How should performance parameters such as total heat transfer and effectiveness be
calculated for a detailed regenerator model, taking into account factors such as valve
switching time and fluid mass hold up?
3. How does a detailed model perform relative to experiments and simplified models?
4. How do valve opening times affect operational and performance characteristics?
5. How do regenerator transients such as flow rate and temperature influence other system
components?
6. How might these transients be mitigated or reduced?
7. How does system scale influence regenerator and system design, transients, and per-
formance?
8. How do regenerators perform at part-load conditions?
By providing analysis and answers to these questions, this thesis will provide a fairly
complete guide to the practical implications of employing regenerators for recuperation in
sCO2 power cycles, and of the engineering challenges that remain in progressing them further
toward widespread commercial use. The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.
The next chapter provides a review of regenerator history, design, and modeling, as well
as recent progress in sCO2 power cycle simulation. Chapter three details the methods for
modeling regenerative heat exchangers, and chapter four summarizes the balance-of-plant
component models. Chapter five describes the simulation of two valve and regenerator
design approaches at the 10 MWe scale, and chapter six details control and load-following
simulation of regenerators versus recuperators. Chapter seven presents an optimization study
of regenerative sCO2 cycles for base-load CSP operations. Finally, chapter eight summarizes




BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Regenerators are not a new technology. The concept of periodically storing thermal
energy in packed beds as a means of transferring heat has been around for over 200 years.
This chapter summarizes the history of regenerators and their current applications. It also
discusses modeling efforts to date, and the unique aspects of employing regenerators for
sCO2 power cycles that mandate a new approach.
2.1 History and Applications of Regenerators
One of the earliest documented uses of a regenerative heat exchanger was in 1816 by
Robert Stirling in the patent for his Stirling cycle engine, of which a regenerator was a
crucial component [47, 48]. In the early to mid 20th century, regenerators became the focus
of an increasing number of studies [49–54], laregly due to the interest in achieving effective
recuperation in a compact heat exchanger for gas turbines [55–58]. Rotary regenerators
received the most attention, particularly for gas turbines employed for automotive and marine
applications [59–61]. One of the most significant challenges in employing rotary regenerators
in gas turbine engines is adequately sealing the two fluid streams and managing the large
pressure difference between streams [47, 62].
Rotary regenerators have however been widely used for preheating combustion air in
power plants with flue gas [63, 64]. They are a preferable option for this application largely
because they can achieve high effectiveness while costing less and taking up less space than
tubular air preheaters [65]. These attributes can make rotary regenerators an attractive
option for air-conditioning systems as well [66]. While leakage is still undesirable, it is easier
to manage because the pressure difference between streams is small relative to that of power
cycle recuperators. Fixed bed regenerators on the other hand are often used in glass and
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aluminum furnaces [67]. Regenerators are also central to cryogenic refrigeration cycles, where
high effectiveness is crucial [46, 68].
Though usually not classified with regenerative heat exchangers, packed-bed thermal
energy storage (TES) is a technology that closely resembles a fixed bed regenerator. These
devices store thermal energy from a hot fluid in a packed bed, then release that energy to
a colder fluid at a later time. The primary differences are the operating temperature and
pressure, time scale of switching, and the lack of a need for multiple beds solely to maintain
quasi-continuous flow of both hot and cold streams. Various experimental and modeling
studies have been carried out on packed-bed TES in applications that include concentrated
solar power and compressed air energy storage, among others [69–77].
The high pressure difference between hot and cold streams in the sCO2 power cycle
eliminates the possibility of using rotary regenerators [37]. For this reason, this study only
considers fixed bed regenerators. The next section discusses how these regenerators operate
as recuperators in a power cycle, along with a few key design considerations.
2.2 Fixed Bed Regenerator Operation and Design
Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of the individual fixed-bed regenerator considered in this
study. The regenerator consists of a packed bed of stainless steel spheres housed inside of
an internally insulated pressure vessel. The internal insulation is key in that it allows the
pressure vessel to remain at a much lower temperature than the bed, translating to lower
costs. The packed bed of spheres is held in place by metal screens on both ends.
As depicted in Figure 2.2, the regenerator undergoes four primary processes: charge or
hot-to-cold blow, pressurization, discharge or cold-to-hot blow, and blowdown. During the
charge process, hot CO2 from the turbine outlet passes through the regenerator, transferring
heat into the bed and raising its temperature. The bed is then pressurized by CO2 from
the compressor discharge, and once it reaches the compressor outlet pressure the discharge
process begins, in which the thermal energy stored in the packed bed is removed. The
regenerator cycle concludes with the blowdown process in which the regenerator is allowed
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the regenerator bed construction.
to de-pressurize down to the compressor inlet pressure. The regenerator bed requires four
valves to operate in this manner - one for the hot inlet, hot outlet, cold inlet, and cold outlet.
To enable simulatenous charging and discharging, at least two regenerator beds are required.
However, this would still result in a stop to flow during pressurization and blowdown. To
account for this, a minimum of four beds are required to ensure continuous flow. The design
and operation of the entire regenerator-valve subsystem is a primary focus of this thesis.
2.3 Regenerator Modeling Studies
Regenerator modeling efforts can be broadly categorized into two groups: quasi-steady
state, zero-dimensional psuedo-recuperator models, and transient models of zero to three di-
mensions. Most models in the latter category are transient one-dimensional models. Psuedo-
recuperator models are meant to idealize a regenerator at periodic steady-state or cyclic
equilibrium, where the recuperator inlet and outlet gas temperatures corresponding to the
time-averaged regenerator temperatures [54]. Transient models, on the other hand, attempt
to determine the temperature profile as a function of time and space at cyclic equilibrium.
As was mentioned previously, regenerator modeling has been an ongoing development
for almost a century. The earliest regenerator models were of the psuedo-recuperator type,
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Figure 2.2: The four operating modes of a fixed-bed regenerator, with a plot of nominal
mass flow rate.
because transient, dimensional models were practically impossible to solve at the time. The
early 20th century work of Hausen, Heiligenstadt, Schumacher and Rummel set the stage
for regenerator analysis. However, they were plagued by the difficulty in determining gas
and solid temperature behavior with time in order to resolve the cyclic boundary condition
- i.e., that gas and solid temperatures at the end of the regenerator cycle be equal to the
temperatures at the beginning of the cycle [54].
The advent of modern computing in the mid 20th century enabled the solution of the
regenerator temperature profile in a simplified model. Notable works include that by Na-
havandi [50], Mondt [58], and Willmott [52, 78]. These publications illustrate a break in
regenerator simulation techniques: the closed-form approach, in which a cyclic boundary
condition is enforced and the governing equations are solved directly for cyclic equilibrium,
and the simulation approach, where an initial guess is given for the regenerator temperature
profile and the equations are simulated until periodic steady state is achieved. Nahavandi
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preferred the closed form solution, while Willmott preferred to simulate to cyclic equilibrium.
All of these publications assume instantaneous switching, constant fluid and solid heat ca-
pacities, negligible axial conduction and infinite perpendicular conduction, and constant flow
rate. These models were also primarily focused on determining the temperature profile and
effectiveness, and disregarded pressure drop and carryover.
Though improvements in computational speed have made it much easier to solve for re-
generator temperature profiles, the physics involved in more recent models has not changed
much from that of the studies described above. Kays and London [62] provide NTU-
effectiveness relations for regenerators based off of the work of Coppage and London [79]
and Bahnke and Howard [51]. Rohsenow, et al [80] gives a detailed review of other NTU-
effectiveness and Λ-Π methods, but all of these are based on similar simplifying assumptions
as those described previously. Baclic and Dragutinovic [81, 82] solved a non-dimensional form
of the governing energy balances using the Galerkin method. They also define a utilization





where ṁ is fluid mass flow rate, cP is fluid heat capacity, P is the regenerator switching
period, Ms is matrix mass, and cs is matrix heat capacity. To summarize these modeling
approaches, most have accepted the following assumptions:
1. Fluid and solid heat capacity for each process are constant.
2. Heat transfer coefficients for each process are constant.
3. Fluid mass flow rates for each process are constant.
4. Conduction in the matrix is negligible in the direction parallel to flow and infinite in
the direction normal to flow.
5. Process switching occurs instantaneously.
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6. Entrained fluid heat capacity is negligible.
7. Heat loss through the regenerator walls is negligible.
8. The regenerator matrix packing is uniform.
9. Radiation heat transfer is small relative to convective heat transfer.











= hconvAs(Tf − Ts) (2.3)
where ṁ is fluid mass flow rate, cp,f is fluid heat capacity, Tf is fluid temperature, x is
axial position, hconv is the convection coefficient, As is total matrix surface area, L is total
regenerator length, and Ts is the solid matrix temperature. Typical boundary conditions
are:
Tf,x=0 = TH,in for 0 < t < tch,end (2.4)
Tf,x=L = TC,in for tch,end < t < tdch,end (2.5)
Ts,t=0 = Ts,t=tdch,end (2.6)
where tch,end is the time halfway through the cycle where the charge process ends, and
tdch,end is the time at the end of the cycle when the discharge process ends. Most studies
non-dimensionalize the above equations and boundary conditions to generalize the solutions.
In addition to giving characteristic temperature profiles, Baclic and Dragutinovic also
provide interpolation tables for effectiveness as a function of NTU and the utilization factor.
These tables are used in the pseudo-recuperator model presented by Barron and Nellis [83],
and used by Hinze, et al [37]. The latter study is, to the author’s best knowledge, the only
analysis of replacing recuperators with regenerators in an sCO2 power cycle. They employ a
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factor called the matric capactiy ratio, or Cm, which is simply the inverse of the utilization






where UA is the overall conductance and Ċmin is the minimum capacity rate for the hot and











where hh and hc are the heat transfer coefficients for the hot and cold streams, respectively,
and As is the total bed surface area. The heat transfer coefficients are calculated using
correlations from [46]. To account for regenerator imbalance and asymmetry, Hinze, et al









where CR is the ratio of fluid heat capacity rates. These values are used to determine the
effectiveness ε1 of an “equivalent” balanced regenerator using the tables from Dragutinovic














The model by Hinze, et al is unique in that it actually attempts to calculate carryover,
or the mass returned to the compressor during regenerator depressurization. This is mass
pumped into the regenerator for the discharge process, and then is released back to the
compressor before the charge process, bypassing expansion in the turbine. It is mass that
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must be handled by the compressor but that never develops work within the turbine, and is
therefore, an unavoidable loss associated with regenerator operation within a power cycle.
Because it directly influences cycle efficiency, its calculation is very important for regenerators
employed in power cycles. In [37], Hinze, et al calculate carryover by integrating the fluid
density within the regenerator, assuming that the temperature varies linearly from the hot






(1− ev) [ρ(T (x), PC)− ρ(T (x), PH)] dx (2.13)
where D is the regenerator vessel inner diameter, ev is the void volume fraction of the
packed bed, ρ is the fluid density, and PC and PH are the fluid pressure for the cold-to-hot
blow and hot-to-cold blow (discharge and charge) processes, respectively. In Ref [84], Hinze,
et al acknowledge that the temperature profile is not in fact linear, and offer the following
temperature correction to more accurately calculate carryover:
∆T = 32.12− 1.34Tdch,in + 0.72Tch,in + 2.23Pdch,in − 0.49 ∗ Pch,in − 17.43Cm (2.14)
Hinze, et al also calculate pressure drop for flow through a packed bed according to [62],
and design an entire 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle with recuperators replaced
by regenerators by specifying regenerator effectiveness and pressure drop targets in order to
determine design parameters, such as bed diameter and length. They find a cycle thermal
efficiency of 52.3% relative to 51.8% for a recuperated cycle, and find that the regenerative
cycle cost is reduced by 21.2%. In Ref [84], they revise the cost reduction to 9.9% to reflect
the more accurate carryover prediction.
While these results are promising, they cannot on their own confirm that regenerators
are advantageous over recuperators for sCO2 cycles. In particular, the modeling efforts, like
most that precede them, lack analysis of fluid property variation and the transient behavior
of regenerator operation. The inherently transient nature of regenerators means that even
with constant inlet temperatures and flow rates, the regenerator outlet temperatures and
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flow rates will fluctuate with time. A regenerator with an infinite storage capacity could see
constant outlet temperatures, but any practical regenerator will have a finite storage capacity,
and will therefore see fluctuations in discharge temperatures. For fixed bed regenerators, the
flow rate of each bed cycles from maximum flow rate to zero flow rate with each regenerator
period. Even with four beds total, one can expect to see fluctuations in flow rate downstream
due to this switching. Because pressure drop is correlated with flow rate, the regenerator
flow rate fluctuations will also translate to pressure drop fluctuations, which will result in
pressure fluctuations throughout the power cycle as well. Temperature, pressure, and flow
rate fluctuations in power plants are generally undesirable, as they can lead to stress and
fatigue in components such as heat exchangers and turbomachinery. The quantification
of these fluctuations for different regenerator and valve designs and operating strategies is
useful for evaluating the feasibility of employing regenerators and identifying design strategies
to ensure effective and reliable power cycle operation. However, most existing regenerator
models do not provide sufficient fidelity to accurately capture these effects. The development
of a detailed regenerator model capable of capturing the effects of regenerator switching,
temperature and pressure dependent fluid properties, and dynamic operation would be a
novel and valuable contribution to the field of regenerator modeling for power cycles.
For the purposes of this work, we can say the following about the regenerator modeling
assumptions listed earlier in this chapter:
1. Fluid heat capacity should be dependent on local temperature and pressure, and solid
heat capacity should be dependent on local temperature.
2. Heat transfer coefficients should be evaluated locally based on local properties (e.g.,
temperature and flow rate).
3. Mass continuity should be introduced to allow process switching and to tie fluid density
and velocity to conservation of energy.
4. Negligible axial conduction and infinite radial conduction are safe assumptions.
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5. While neglecting entrained fluid heat capacity may or may not be a safe assumption,
we will show that including entrained fluid heat capacity does not pose significant
problems in solving the model.
6. Since regenerators for sCO2 power cycles should be internally insulated, neglecting wall
heat loss is a safe assumption.
7. Because the regenerator in this study is packed with stainless steel spheres, it is safe
to assume uniform packing.
8. Radiation heat transfer between the CO2, packed bed, and walls likely plays a role
in a high temperature regenerator for an sCO2 cycle. However, discerning this effect
from that of convection would be difficult to do. Rather, using a heat transfer coef-
ficient correlation based on sound experimental data is a more useful approach than
attempting to quantify radiative heat transfer.
Rabinovich [85] contributed toward higher fidelity regenerator modeling by acknowledging
that heat capacity and heat transfer coefficients usually vary significantly with temperature,
and provided analytical methods for evaluating regenerator performance with temperature
dependent properties. Razelos [86] provides one of the only analyses that considers fluc-
tuations in regenerator flow rate, while also considering temperature dependent properties.
However, both of these studies fail to include mass continuity or non-zero valve switching
time. A few three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics studies have been performed
on regenerators [64, 87, 88]. While these studies give incite into the validity of some of the
assumptions employed in simplified models, they are time-intensive to perform and unsuit-
able for integration within a system model. This thesis introduces a transient regenerator
model with sufficient fidelity to capture the effects of thermophysical property variation, mass
continuity, and valve switching, while being sufficiently computationally efficient for incor-
poration within a power cycle model. Chapter 3 discusses the derivation of the regenerator
model and its validation with experimental data.
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2.4 Supercritical CO2 Power Cycle Dynamic and Off-Design Simulation Studies
Understanding how regenerators influence sCO2 system components requires simulation
of a regenerator within an sCO2 power cycle. This requires design point and off-design
modeling of balance of plant components such as the compressors, turbine, and various heat
exchangers. In a power plant with traditional recuperators that can actually achieve steady
state, off-design analyses is performed to investigate plant performance at part-load and due
to changes in parameters such as ambient temperature (in the case of an air-cooled power
cycle). However, the inherently transient nature of regenerators makes off-design analysis
of plant components and performance necessary even at “rated power”. To the author’s
knowledge, no regenerative power cycle simulation studies have been carried out to date -
especially for sCO2 power cycles. The simulation of sCO2 power cycles with regenerative
heat exchangers to estimate the magnitude of fluctuations and nominal performance char-
acteristics would be highly useful to the sCO2 power cycles community in evaluating the
feasibility of employing regenerators in these cycles.
A number of previous studies attempt to capture off-design performance of sCO2 ma-
chinery. Dostal [21] offered one of the first off-design analyses of sCO2 power cycles. He
notes that due to the temperature sensitivity of fluid properties, high and low temperature
recuperators should be discretized into sub-heat exchangers, each with its own log mean
temperature difference or NTU-effectiveness evaluation. He employs turbomachinery perfor-
mance maps for axial machines, developed from the NREC AXIALTM code. Dostal considers
various control strategies including inventory, bypass control, and temperature control; not-
ing that inventory control is difficult for a cycle with a single grid-synchronized shaft and
fixed turbomachinery blade geometry.
Moisseytsev, et al [89] performed cycle dynamic analyses with both axial and radial
turbomachinery models in their development of the Argonne National Laboratory Plant Dy-
namics Code. They employ a fully dynamic heat exchanger model for the recuperators, but
use a simplified model for the precooler that assumes a constant precooler outlet temperature
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is possible due to the computational complexity in performing dynamic calculations close to
the critical point. Their turbomachinery analysis is somewhat more complicated, identifying
rotor and blade geometries in an approach that draws from Ref. [90] for the axial compressor,
Refs. [91] and [92] for the axial turbine, Ref. [93] for the centrifugal compressor, and [94] for
the radial inflow turbine. They also considered several control strategies including turbine
bypass control, turbine throttle control, inventory control, and flow-split control, and find
that centrifugal compressors allow a wider operating range than axial compressors, though
multiple control strategies are necessary to achieve control over the a wide range of loads.
Though the study by Moisseytsev, et al [89] considers a broad range of machinery and
control strategies, the models were unvalidated at the time of the document’s publishing.
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) published some of the first publicly available performance
data for a radial sCO2 compressor and turbine for a 250 kWe sCO2 Brayton loop in 2010 [95]
and 2011 [96], respectively. Using this data, Moisseytsev and Sienicki were able to validate
the Plant Dynamics Code with a few modifications and achieve good agreement between the
model and the data [97]. A few years later, they validated the code against additional data
collected at the Naval Nuclear Laboratory’s Integrated System Test [98] with good results.
Dyreby [25] also used the data from SNL to develop and benchmark reduced order com-
pressor and turbine performance maps. His compressor off-design model employs a corrected
non-dimensional flow coefficient, ideal head coefficient, and efficiency to reduce the perfor-
mance map to polynomial fits of ideal head and efficiency to the flow coefficient. He employs
a simple low-reaction radial turbine efficiency correlation based on the ratio of of tip speed to
spouting velocity, as proposed by Chen and Baines [99]. Dyreby shows that this relationship
matches the SNL turbine data well up to velocity ratios of 0.7, but underpredicts efficiency
at higher ratios. He uses these performance maps and the sub-heat exchanger approach to
analyze and optimize design point and off-design point performance of sCO2 power cycles.
Dyreby’s turbomachinery off-design models have been used in several dynamic sCO2 cycle
studies in recent years [100–103]. Wright, et al [104] use Dyreby’s approach in modeling
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off-design of a 5 MWe sCO2 waste heat recovery cycle, but employ the Ns-Ds method as
described by Balje [105] to scale the performance curves for use at the megawatt scale.
Avadhanula and Held [106] presented a transient model of a commercially available 7.3
MWe sCO2 power cycle for waste heat recovery. They employed the GT-SUITE software
platform and used built-in plate heat exchanger models with a heat transfer area multiplier
to account for smaller passage dimensions of the printed-circuit heat exchangers used in the
actual sCO2 cycle. For turbomachinery performance they employed two-dimensional maps
derived from mean line flow analysis. Mahapatra, et al [107] presented a regulatory control
study of a 10 MWe indirect natural gas fired recompression Brayton cycle performed with
Aspen Plus Dynamics. They employed a custom micro-tube heat exchanger model [108], and
scaled turbomachinery performance curves from Zitney and Liese [109], originating from the
Carbon Capture Simulation Initiative and SNL data for the compressor and turbine, respec-
tively. They explore multiple control strategies including fuel flow control, CO2 inventory
control, cooling water temperature control, combustion-reactor pressure and temperature
control, flow-split control, and others. They find that the cycle can be regulated successfully
with a 3%/minute demand ramp while maintaining various operating criteria.
While the tools for simulating part-load and dynamic behavior of sCO2 cycles exist, the
lack of a dynamic regenerator model suitable for system integration precludes the existence
of any studies analyzing regenerator part-load performance and load-following behavior.
Analyzing and quantifying part-load and off-design behavior of regenerative heat exchangers
will complement rated-power simulations of regenerative sCO2 cycles in offering a novel
contribution to the sCO2 community.
2.5 Regenerator and System Design and Optimization
The simulations proposed in this work must start with a regenerator and system design.
In general, detailed dynamic models are not well suited for identifying component and system
designs. However, it is desirable that the performance predictions of simplified models carry
through the more detailed simulation models and compare well with experimental results.
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In this work, the simplified model presented by Hinze, et al [37, 84] is employed to generate
regenerator and system designs. However, this model assumes instantaneous switching,
which is impractical in actual regenerator operation. Other considerations such as valve
size, valve materials, and regenerator bed dimensions should also be taken into account. It
is not immediately clear how actual regenerators should be operated to accommodate both
the design generated by the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model and the finite rate at which valves
can open and close. In addition to simulating actual regenerator operation with a detailed
regenerator model, there is a need for guidelines regarding how to best employ both models
to design and operate regenerators within the sCO2 power cycle. Providing these guidelines
in the context of techno-economic optimization will help streamline the regenerator design
process and ensure that the simplified model is used to generate the best possible designs
given practical constraints.
2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has given an overview of regenerator history, applications, design, and
modeling. Modeling tools to-date generally lack the fidelity needed to assess the feasibility
of employing fixed bed regenerators as recuperators in power cycles. Furthermore, only two
publications exist on the use of regenerators in sCO2 power cycles, and these are limited
to simplified, quasi-steady state models at experimental and 10 MWe scales. This thesis
will offer novel contributions to the field by developing a detailed regenerator model capable
of capturing regenerator dynamics, by implementing this model in both 10 MWe and 100
MWe power cycle system simulations, and by analyzing part-load behavior of regenerators
in these cycles. A set of guidelines will be developed to ensure that the simplified model is
employed to generate designs that respect practical limitations in valve switching time and
regenerator dimensions. The results will provide estimates of regenerator and power cycle
performance and transients at a level of fidelity that has not been previously achieved. The
following chapter outlines the proposed work.
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CHAPTER 3
TRANSIENT REGENERATOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION
This chapter presents a transient regenerator model capable of capturing phenomena
often neglected in simplified regenerator models while still being sufficiently computationally
efficient for implementation in a system simulation. The model is developed in MatLAB [110]
for comparison to experimental results, and implemented in gPROMS ModelBuilder [111]
for system simulation.
3.1 Model Description
The transient, one-dimensional regenerator model is based on fundamental conservation
equations of mass, momentum, and energy, and relies on the plug flow assumption; i.e., that
fluid elements move with a uniform velocity along parallel streamlines. This implies that
there are no variations in thermodynamic or transport properties in the radial direction, and
that the conservation equations can be simplified to one dimension in the axial direction
[112]. This idealization is approached for turbulent flow in a long tube which is a reasonable
approximation when the tube diameter to particle diameter (dt/dp) is greater than 20, and
when the length to particle diameter (L/dp) is greater than 150 [113]. Flow through a
packed bed can be considered turbulent when the particle diameter based Reynolds number
is greater than 40 [113]. The experimental regenerator(s) referenced in this study approach
these conditions, while regenerators for megawatt scale power plants easily exceed them.
The fluid and the packed bed are treated as two distinct phases, as in the model presented
in Nellis and Klein [46]. The four primary conservation equations are mass continuity, fluid
conservation of momentum, fluid conservation of energy, and solid (bed) conservation of
energy. Mass continuity is expressed as:
∂(ρfφ)
∂t
= −∇ · Jf (3.1)
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where ρf is the fluid density, φ is the porosity or void fraction, and Jf is the mass flux evaluated
as Jf = ρfvf , where vf is the fluid velocity. For computational purposes in MatLAB, this








Conservation of momentum is expressed using the Fahien and Schriver correlation, which









where Pf is the fluid pressure, x is the axial dimension, Dp is the particle diameter, and fp





































where Gf is the nominal mass flux evaluated as Gf = Jf/φ, µf is the dynamic viscosity, and




The nominal mass flux is calculated using the maximum mass flow rate rather than the
instantaneous local mass flux, as the latter would allow the Reynolds number to approach
zero, which results in computational complications. Though using nominal flux means that
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the friction factor will be inaccurate at low flow, this is overshadowed by the reduction in
flow velocity, and therefore the above simplification has little effect on the model results.





− hxα(Tf − Ts) (3.11)
where uf is the fluid specific internal energy, hf is fluid specific enthalpy, hx is the local
convection coefficient, α is the specific surface area, Tf is the fluid temperature, and Ts is
the solid temperature. The specific surface area can be further defined as α = As/V0, where
As is the total solid surface area and V0 is the total volume. The transient term on the left
accounts for entrained fluid heat capacity. The first term on the right accounts for convective
flux of enthalpy through the regenerator, and the second term on the right captures fluid to







where cp,f(x) is the local fluid heat capacity, Prf(x) is the local Prandtl number, and jH is

















where the last term on the right is evaluated with Equation 3.2.











+ hxα(Tf − Ts) (3.15)
where ρs is the solid density, ψ is the packing density (1− φ), us is the solid internal energy,
and ks is the solid thermal conductivity. The solid density and solid thermal conductivity
are both evaluated as functions of temperature for stainless steel 316. The transient term
on the left accounts for solid thermal capacity, and the first term on the right captures axial
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conduction in the solid. The second term on the right captures fluid to solid heat transfer,
as in the conservation of fluid energy equation. For computational purposes in Matlab, this















+ hxα(Tf − Ts)
]
(3.16)
The model involves three partial differential equations in time and axial position. They
can be discretized in space to render three ordinary differential equations for three dependent
variables; fluid density, fluid internal energy, and solid temperature. These equations can be
given an initial condition and boundary conditions and integrated through time using the
Matlab ODE15s integration tool. At each time step, fluid and solid properties and variables
such as Reynolds number and heat transfer coefficients are evaluated as functions of these












due to the fact that pressure is known from the density and internal energy. The finite
volume method is employed to discretize the conservation equations. Figure 3.1 shows a
stencil of the computational domain of the regenerator. The domain is discretized into M
finite volumes, each of width dx, and of cross-sectional area equal to that of the regenerator.
Figure 3.1: A stencil of the regenerator computational domain.
The model requires a temperature (or specific enthalpy) boundary condition at the inlet,
a pressure boundary condition at the outlet, and mass flux boundary conditions at both the
inlet and outlet. In the MatLAB model, the inlet flow rate is assigned and the outlet flow
rate is calculated using a valve model equating valve flow rate to valve pressure drop (see
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below). In gPROMS, both inlet and outlet flow rates are determined using the valve model.
These boundary conditions vary depending on the state of the valves on either side of the
regenerator. For example, if the inlet valve is closed, then the inlet flux is set to zero. If the
inlet valve is opening, then the inlet flux changes as a function of time and valve position. In
this manner, the influence of valves opening and closing during process switching is built into
the model. The boundary conditions are adjusted as the model simulates through charge,
pressurization, discharge, and then blowdown. Physical properties for supercritical CO2
are evaluated using the Span-Wagner equation of state, which is the best known model for
carbon dioxide properties [114]. This equation of state is implemented in MatLAB using the
FIT software platform [115], and in gPROMS using the Multiflash software platform [116].
Properties such as fluid temperature, pressure, heat capacity, and specific enthalpy can be
evaluated as functions of density and specific internal energy, which are in turn solved as
dependent variables by the integration tool.
Valves are modeled using Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society (ISA) valve
equations and flow data provided from Flowserve [117]. The principal equation in the valve







where Fp is the pipe geometry factor, Cv is the valve flow coefficient, Y is the gas expansion
factor, ρf,in is the valve inlet fluid density, and ∆Pv is the pressure drop across the valve. The
pipe geometry factor is 1, and the valve flow coefficient varies with valve position according
to data provided by Flowserve. The gas expansion factor is expressed as:








where pin is the fluid inlet pressure, k is the fluid heat capacity ratio, and xt is the terminal
value for choked flow of the ratio of valve pressure drop to inlet pressure. This value is also
provided by Flowserve as a function of valve position. It should be noted that the above
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When the pressure drop rises above this critical pressure drop, the mass flow rate-pressure







where Y = 2/3 by definition. Here the flow rate is no longer dependent on the pressure drop,
but only on the inlet fluid properties.
3.2 Regenerator Simulation
Figure 3.2 shows a diagram of the regenerator-valve subsystem for each process with a
plot of nominal regenerator flow rate as a function of time. Each regenerator bed has two
valves on either side; an inlet and an outlet valve. However, at any given time, only one
of these two valves is open at either end of the regenerator (x = 0 or x = L; hot or cold).
For this reason, the regenerator-valve assembly can be mathematically approximated as the
regenerator tube (with the above conservation equations) and one valve on either side. As
was previously mentioned, the regenerator experiences four primary operating processes.
First, the hot inlet valve opens and the regenerator is charged at approximately 8 MPa
by turbine exhaust gases. The hot inlet and hot outlet valves then close, and the cold inlet
valve opens so that the regenerator can be pressurized by the compressor up to 25 MPa. The
cold outlet valve then opens so that the regenerator can be discharged to the primary heat
exchanger. Finally, the cold inlet and outlet valves close, and the hot outlet valve opens, so
that the regenerator can be de-pressurized or blown down to the compressor inlet pressure.
The entire cycle then repeats. In the simulations, valve opening and closing is managed by
changing the apparent valve coefficient, Cv.
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Figure 3.2: A diagram of the regenerator-valve subsystem for each operating process.
3.3 Evaluating Periodic Steady State, Heat Transfer, and Carryover
The regenerator formulation was programmed in Matlab and solved using the ordinary
differential equation solve ode15s [110]. The solver is given an initial fluid and solid temper-
ature profile that spans linearly from the hot inlet temperature at x = 0 to the cold inlet
temperature at x = L. Boundary conditions on pressure, flow rate, and temperature that
correspond to the operating processes described above are specified in a subprogram. Super-
critical CO2 properties are calculated using FIT, a commercial software tool that employs a
Span-Wagner equation of state to rapidly return high-accuracy properties [115]. The cycle
is repeated until a periodic-steady state condition is reached.
Periodic steady state is evaluated by considering an overall transient energy balance on
the regenerator. This energy balance takes the form:
dE
dt
= Ac (Jf,0hf,0 − Jf,Lhf,L) (3.22)
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where E is the total fluid energy in the regenerator tube, and Jf , Ac, and hf represent fluid
mass flux, cross sectional area, and fluid specific enthalpy, respectively, at the inlet and
outlet. The left side of Figure 3.3 shows a sample plot of regenerator energy versus time for
a 10 kWth regenerator. As the regenerator is charging, the fluid energy in the regenerator
increases, until it reaches a peak at the end of pressurization. Then, during discharge, the
energy is extracted from the regenerator. If the regenerator is operating in a condition of
periodic steady state, the final energy at the end of the cycle will be equal to the initial
energy within an acceptable tolerance (0.5% of the maximum regenerator energy in this
study). Another way to ascertain that periodic steady state is reached is to verify that the
final fluid and solid properties are equal to the initial properties.
Integrating the energy balance over the entire regenerator also enables an accurate esti-
mation of the average heat transfer rate. When the regenerator operates in periodic steady
state, all of the energy added to the regenerator during charge and pressurization is then ei-
ther extracted by the cold fluid during discharge or returned to the compressor as carryover.





where Qdch is the energy extracted during discharge, and tcyc is the total regenerator cycle
time. The 2 accounts for the fact that one complete regenerator requires two regenerator




(ṁ0hf,0 − ṁLhf,L) dt = Edch,st − Edch,end (3.24)
The effectiveness is then calculated as:
ε = Q̇avg/Q̇max (3.25)
where the maximum heat transfer Q̇max is calculated via conventional means for a recuperator
experiencing identical average inlet temperatures and flow rates. To properly account for
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Carryover can be calculated by integrating a mass balance on the entire regenerator:
dmf
dt
= 2(ṁ0 − ṁL) (3.28)
The right side of Figure 3.3 shows a sample plot of regenerator fluid mass as a function
of time for a 10 kWth regenerator. Here we see that as the regenerator is charging and
heating up, the density decrease and the fluid accelerates, resulting in a decrease in held
up mass. The mass jumps quickly during pressurization, then increases steadily throughout
discharge, while the regenerator cools and the fluid decelerates. All of the held up mass is
then evacuated at the end of the discharge process. Carryover is defined as the mass passed
back through the compressor that never sees the turbine. The total amount of carryover
mass is therefore the maximum fluid mass in the regenerator at the end of discharge minus
the minimum mass in the regenerator at the end of charge:
mcarryover = mmax −mmin (3.29)
Figure 3.3: (Left) a sample plot of regenerator energy versus time for one regenerator cycle;
(Right) a sample plot of regenerator fluid mass versus time for one regenerator cycle.
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3.4 Experimental Validation
The model was compared to and validated with data collected for two different exper-
imental fixed-bed sCO2 regenerators. The first was a 10 kWth device without internal
insulation. The regenerator is externally insulated, but the lack of internal insulation means
that the pressure vessel wall could have an effect on regenerator performance and character-
istics. However, the simplicity of the design of this regenerator allows thermocouples to be
placed throughout the packed bed, allowing the model-predicted internal temperature profile
to be compared to the temperature profile within the experimental regenerator. The second
experimental regenerator is also 10 kWth but includes casting sand as an internal insulation.
Though it is not possible to measure the internal temperature profile in this regenerator, the
insulated assumption used in the model is more accurate with this regenerator.
3.4.1 10 kWth Experimental Regenerator Test Facility
Reference [84] describes the 10 kWth regenerator test facility in detail. The sCO2 is moved
by a 40 HP positive displacement, two piston Hydropac compressor capable of providing
1.6 kg/s with a discharge pressure up to 16 MPa, operating at 20 RPM. The system also
includes two surge tanks to reduce oscillations in flow rate and maintain system pressure,
three expansion valves for controlling system pressure, two heat exchangers and a heater
to maintain the regenerator cold inlet temperature, a high temperature molten salt heater
to maintain the regenerator hot inlet temperature, two regenerator beds, and eight valves
(four for each bed). The valves on the high temperature side of the regenerator are rated at
538◦C. Figure 3.4 shows the experimental test setup with the unsinsulated regenerator.
The primary performance metrics of interest are effectiveness, pressure drop, and car-
ryover. Determining these metrics for the experimental regenerators requires knowledge of
the pressure, temperature, and flow rate throughout the system. Flow rate is measured at
the inlet of the compressor with a Coriolis flow meter. Pressure drop through the regenera-
tor is evaluated with a pressure sensor at the cold end of the regenerator and a differential
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Figure 3.4: The 10 kWth regenerator test facility.
pressure sensor. Temperature is measured with thermocouples in the regenerator bed at
x = 0, x = 0.25L, x = 0.5L, x = 0.75L, and x = L. In Ref [84], the time constant of the
thermocouples was estimated at 0.75 seconds, which is on the order of the transients that







where Tc,i is the corrected temperature at time step i, τ is the time constant, Ti is the
temperature at time step i, Ti−1 is the temperature at time step i−1, and ∆t is the difference
in time between the two time steps.
The pressure drop measured by the differential pressure sensor must also be corrected
for static pressure drop associated with the differential pressure taps:
∆Pstat = ρg∆z (3.31)
where ρ is the fluid density in the pressure tap, g is the gravitational constant, and ∆z is
the difference in height between the pressure tap locations. Though the temperature in the
pressure taps was measured at 25◦C during a run with a hot side temperature of 250◦C, it
is unknown for most of the data on the uninsulated regenerator. Because small changes in
temperature can lead to large changes in density and therefore static pressure, this introduces
uncertainty into the experimentally measured pressure drop.
Carryover cannot be directly measured because regenerator switching occurs in less than
one second, and the flow rate cannot be accurately measured over such a short time frame.
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Instead, carryover is calculated for the un-insulated regenerator using Equation 3.29. The
fluid mass in the regenerator is determined by calculating internal fluid density from internal
fluid temperature and integrating the axial density profile at every time step. It is not
possible to calculate experimental carryover for the insulated regenerator due to the lack of
internal fluid temperature measurement.
3.4.2 Uncertainty Analysis
During an individual test run, the regenerator is brought up to the desired operating
conditions and cycled at periodic steady state for many cycles. Values for mass flow rate,
temperature, pressure, and effectiveness are then averaged across all cycles to characterize
a single data point. The uncertainty in experimental parameters is thus a function of both
random variation across cycles and instrument uncertainty.
Model-based uncertainty is somewhat difficult to calculate, due to the highly implicit
nature of the calculations of the outputs of interest. For this reason, approximate forms of
the equations for effectiveness, pressure drop, and carryover are used to evaluate uncertainty
due to experimental inputs. There are six primary experimental inputs - hot and cold
mass flow rate, inlet temperature, and pressure. The variance formula for uncertainty in












































h(TC, PC)− h(TC,out, PC)dt
ṁH [h(TH, PH)− h(TC, PH)]
(3.33)
where we acknowledge that for the regenerator in a recompression Brayton sCO2 cycle, the
minimum capacity rate will always be on the hot side. The partial derivative of effectiveness
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(TC,in, PC) dt (3.36)






























(TC,in, PC) dt (3.38)
The partial derivatives of enthalpy are evaluated using RefPROP. Pressure drop is calcu-








where fp,avg, ρavg and vavg are the average friction factor, density, and velocity over the

























































The uncertainty in hot stream pressure drop is calculated analogously. Because the model
integrates total regenerator mass throughout the cycle, the carryover can be calculated in
several ways. The most physically relevant approach for uncertainty, however, is to integrate





ρ (tdch,end, x)− ρ (tch,end, x) dx (3.45)























































(T (tch,end, x), PH) dx (3.50)
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3.4.3 10 kWth Uninsulated Regenerator Construction, Testing, and Results
Figure 3.5 shows an image of the 10 kWth uninsulated regenerator with thermocouples
attached [118]. The regenerator consists of a 1.5 inch schedule 80 316 stainless steel pipe,
17.5 inches long and 1.94 inches in inner diameter, with welded end caps and screens that
hold in the packed bed of 1/8 inch 304 steel spheres. The void fraction or porosity was
estimated at 37%.
Figure 3.5: The 10 kWth uninsulated regenerator [118].
A challenge in calculating heat transfer and effectiveness is that proper calculation re-
quires knowledge of the instantaneous flow rate on both the hot and cold sides of the regen-
erator. However, only the flow rate exiting the regenerator on the cold side is measured, as
measuring the hot-side flow rate would be expensive and likely inaccurate. However, the hot
side flow rate can be estimated using the regenerator fluid mass versus time profile illustrated
in ??. During charge and discharge the regenerator fluid mass profile is approximately linear,
and the rate of change of fluid mass can be assumed constant and equal to the slope of that















where ṁh,out and ṁc,in are taken from the measured time-averaged flow rate during charge




(ṁc,outhc,out − ṁc,inhc,in) dt (3.53)
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where the enthalpies are evaluated using measured temperature and pressure profiles at the
regenerator inlet and outlet.
Table 3.1 shows the experimental test conditions for the uninsulated regenerator. In a
recompression Brayton cycle with a turbine inlet temperature of 720◦C, the hot and cold inlet
temperatures are expected to be around 570◦C and 170◦C, respectively, with high and low
pressures of 25 MPa and 8 MPa, respectively. The test facility was operated as close to these
conditions as possible while respecting hardware constraints. Each test represents the results
from several cycles operated under approximately the same conditions, averaged together.
Experimental uncertainty is calculated from the uncertainty in the property measurements
and due to variations between cycles.
Table 3.1: Uninsulated regenerator test conditions
Test P0 ṁC ṁH TC,in TH,in PC PH NTU Cm
# (s) (g/s) (g/s) (◦C) (◦C) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (-)
1 170 28.8 29.0 70.5 253.2 7.8 3.4 18.23 0.903
2 160.8 29.4 29.5 69.4 217.1 7.4 2.7 17.88 0.8358
3 160.8 26.4 26.5 68.8 222.6 7.7 4.5 18.23 0.903
4 80 39.5 32.6 67.0 110.7 9.0 5.0 14.39 1.008
5 120 33.2 32.6 40.3 326.7 6.4 5.0 17.45 0.9876
6 45 20.4 20.3 65.5 221.9 7.1 4.9 20.53 4.423
7 90 33.5 330 74.6 401.0 6.4 5.0 19.01 1.382
8 90 28.7 28.3 154.2 503.2 7.0 5.2 21.51 1.651
9 100 29.5 29.1 51.2 307.9 8.5 5.9 17.55 1.266
10 100 31.7 29.4 81.8 383.1 14.5 8.7 17.85 1.168
11 100 31.3 30.2 149.3 480.6 14.9 9.1 20.16 1.285
12 80 30.6 29.7 148.4 487.5 14.9 9.1 20.49 1.661
13 60 29.6 28.7 147.3 489.2 15.0 9.2 20.92 2.295
The left side of Figure 3.6 shows the model predicted versus experimentally measured
effectiveness for the tests shown in Table 3.1. The model generally agrees well with the
experimental results. All but test point #10 have effectiveness well within 10% error. The
right side of Figure 3.6 shows model predicted versus experimentally measured heat transfer.
This plot show that the model accurately matches the data over a range of thermal duties.
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Figure 3.6: (Left) Model predicted versus experimentally measured effectiveness for the
unsinulated 10 kWth regenerator, (right) Model predicted and experimentally measured
heat transfer for the unsinulated 10 kWth regenerator.
Figure 3.7 shows model predicted versus experimentally measured hot and cold outlet
temperatures. These plots provide confidence that the model gives reasonable estimations
of outlet temperatures, which is important for system design and analysis.
Figure 3.7: (Left) Model predicted versus experimentally measured hot (left) and cold
(right) outlet temperatures for the unsinulated 10 kWth regenerator.
The left side of Figure 3.8 shows model predicted versus experimentally measured tem-
perature profiles within the regenerator for test #8. From this plot one can see that the
model is capturing both spatial and temporal effects very well. The right side of Figure 3.8
shows model predicted versus experimentally measured carryover mass. In general the model
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matches the experiments very well. This is primarily because experimental carryover is de-
termined by integrating the density profile down the length of the regenerator - so as long
as the model predicts the temperature profile well, it should also predict carryover well.
Figure 3.8: (Left) Model predicted and experimentally measured temperature for the
unsinulated 10 kWth regenerator; (Right) Model predicted versus experimentally measured
regenerator carryover mass.
Figure 3.9 shows the model predicted versus experimentally measured pressure drop for
the charge and discharge processes. For the charge process, the model consistently matches
within 10% of the experimental measurement. The exception is again test #10, suggesting
that the flow rate for that data point may have been measured inaccurately. For the discharge
process, the model consistently predicts a lower pressure drop than the experiment. This is
believed to be due to the static pressure in the pressure sensor. The charge process occurs
at low pressure, where the static pressure is less significant. The discharge process occurs
at a higher pressure, where the static pressure in the sensor becomes significant. The static
pressure drop in the sensor can be estimated, but unfortunately the precise temperature of
the fluid in the sensor was unknown at the time the data was collected. However, as discussed
in Ref [84], the pressure drop through a packed bed is well established so this disparity is
not of great concern.
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Figure 3.9: Model predicted versus experimentally measured pressure drop for the
unsinulated 10 kWth regenerator (a) charge process, (b) discharge process.
3.4.4 10 kWth Insulated Regenerator Construction, Testing, and Results
The insulated 10 kWth regenerator consists of an outer pressure vessel shell, an inner
shell, and insulation in between. Casting sand was used as an insulator due to its structural
strength and low conductivity. Figure 3.10 shows a design schematic of the insulated 10
kWth regenerator. The inner shell must be held in place by two locating plates at either
end, and due to the insulation, it will experience a different amount of thermal expansion
than the outer shell. To accommodate for this, vacuum tube was used as the inner shell, and
graphite seals and graphite packing are used for the connections in between the bed and the
end cap of the regenerator.
While the design of the insulated regenerator is effective at preventing wall effects and
allowing thermal expansion, it is not accomodating for placing thermocouples within the
bed. As a result, only the inlet and outlet temperatures can be measured. This means that
it is not possible to calculate carryover, and also not possible to estimate the hot-side flow
rate. The latter means that it is not possible to calculate heat transfer using Equation 3.53.




(hc,out − hc,in) dt (3.54)
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Figure 3.10: Design schematic of the insulated 10 kWth regenerator.
Because the cold inlet flow rate is larger than the cold outlet flow rate, this causes the
experimental effectiveness to be artificially high. It also means that the hot inlet flow rate
employed in the model will be artificially low, which affects the degree to which the model
and experiment match. In an effort to mitigate this effect, Equation 3.54 is used to calculate
heat transfer for both the experimental results and the model for the insulated regenerator.
Table 3.2 shows test conditions for the insulated regenerator. For these tests, the com-
pressor was rebuilt to be capable of providing discharge pressures up to 24 MPa. The
regenerator was also designed with a length of 19.2 inches, average bed diameter of 1.87
inches, and stainless steel sphere size of 3/32 inches. The porosity is assumed to be 37%.
The left side of Figure 3.11 shows model predicted versus experimentally measured ef-
fectiveness for the insulated regenerator. It is notable that both the experiment and model
indicate effectiveness values much greater than one. Hinze, et al attributes the high exper-
imental effectiveness to compression heating in the end-cap of the regenerator where the
hot-side temperature measurement is made. The hot side thermocouple is located slightly
downstream from the hot end of the bed, rather than being embedded in the end of the bed,
as it was with the uninsulated regenerator. During pressurization, the fluid between the
bed and the thermocouple is compressed and experiences a temperature rise. As a result,
the hot outlet temperature measured by the thermocouple is artificially high. The model
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Table 3.2: Insulated regenerator test conditions
Test P0 ṁC ṁH TC,in TH,in PC PH NTU Cm
# (s) (g/s) (g/s) (◦C) (◦C) (MPa) (MPa) (-) (-)
1 75 29.9 30.2 163.0 326.6 8.47 7.60 31.2 1.85
2 90 30.3 30.7 163 327.5 8.52 7.6 30.9 1.52
3 60 30.1 30.4 163.0 328.8 8.53 7.64 31.5 2.33
4 90 29.3 29.7 164.4 420.9 8.80 7.90 32.3 1.60
5 75 28.6 28.9 164.2 420.9 8.95 8.03 32.7 1.98
6 60 28.0 28.3 164.2 420.7 8.66 7.77 33.3 2.58
7 90 26.4 26.8 165.3 515.4 8.59 7.72 34.3 1.80
8 75 25.9 26.2 165.0 515.4 8.47 7.61 34.6 2.19
9 60 25.4 25.6 164.6 516.2 8.36 7.53 35.2 2.85
10 90 32.8 33.9 117.2 314.3 14.8 8.78 28.2 1.26
11 75 32.2 33.1 114.4 317.2 14.6 8.67 28.5 1.57
12 60 32.6 33.2 118.5 413.1 15.3 8.65 28.4 1.93
13 90 31.8 33.2 118.5 413.1 15.3 8.34 29.6 1.34
14 74 32.5 33.5 117.7 414.0 15.4 8.40 29.6 1.59
15 60 33.2 33.8 117.7 414.7 15.5 8.46 29.7 1.98
16 60 32.1 32.7 164.2 514.6 14.1 9.57 32.0 1.44
17 75 31.4 32.4 163.9 515.3 15.4 8.47 32.1 1.73
18 90 31.5 32.7 164.7 516.0 15.7 8.74 32.2 2.14
19 90 35.6 36.3 126.6 302.0 23.7 8.94 27.0 1.09
20 75 38.7 39.9 120.7 297.9 23.8 8.60 26.0 1.16
21 60 34.1 35.4 121.2 300.9 23.8 8.43 27.7 1.75
22 90 34.2 37.2 156.9 401.8 23.5 9.40 29.3 1.20
23 75 31.8 34.5 158.8 404.5 23.3 9.25 30.2 1.57
24 60 29.9 32.6 159.0 405.3 23.8 8.06 31.2 2.16
effectiveness exceeds one because the calculation employs only the cold-side flow rate, and
not both cold and hot-side flow rates.
While the model generally agrees quite well with the experiments, a noticeable bias
presents itself in that at lower effectiveness the model over-predicts, while at higher effec-
tiveness the model under-predicts. Because both the model and experiment share the same
maximum heat transfer, this bias must come from the calculated actual heat transfer, shown
in the right side of Figure 3.11. However, the bias is not present in heat transfer, because
effectiveness does not scale proportionally with heat transfer. An analysis of different fluid
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properties found that effectiveness error is most strongly correlated with the hot-side density,
as shown in Figure 3.12. This suggests that the bias may be caused by error in the flow
measurement associated with variations in density.
Figure 3.11: (Left) Model predicted versus experimentally measured effectiveness for the
insulated 10 kWth regenerator; (Right) Model predicted versus experimentally measured
heat transfer for the insulated 10 kWth regenerator.
Figure 3.12: Effectiveness error versus hot-side density.
Due to the inherently transient nature of regenerators, effectiveness is somewhat more
difficult, and probably less useful, to quantify than for traditional heat exchangers. For the
purposes of performance prediction and transient simulation, understanding how well the
model predicts outlet temperatures is perhaps even more important. The average model
outlet temperatures are plotted against average experimentally measured outlet tempera-
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tures in Figure 3.13. The model predicts outlet temperatures within 2% of the measured
values with few exceptions. This, combined with the accuracy of the heat transfer prediction,
gives confidence that the model is performing more than adequately.
Figure 3.13: Model predicted versus experimentally measured average regenerator outlet
temperatures for the uninsulated 10 kWth regenerator.
3.4.5 Temperature fluctuations
The left side of Figure 3.8 illustrates that the temperature of the regenerator hot-side
fluid can fluctuate by as much as 100◦C over one regenerator operating cycle. In practice,
a system with four regenerator beds would see this fluctuation four times within one regen-
erator operating cycle. While analyzing the effects of these fluctuations on the rest of the
system is left to Chapter 5, the data collected in the experiments above can give valuable
insight into how the magnitude of regenerator temperature fluctuations is influenced by re-
generator design. The primary variable that influences these temperature fluctuations is the
matrix capacity ratio. For high capacity ratios, the solid has a high thermal energy stor-
age capacity, and the fluid temperature should not change much. For low capacity ratios,
the solid thermal capacity is lower than that of the fluid, and the fluid temperature will
change more significantly. Figure 3.14 shows the normalized temperature fluctuation as a
function of matrix capacity ratio. The normalized temperature fluctuation is the magnitude
of the temperature fluctuation during discharge relative to the maximum possible temper-
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ature fluctuation magnitude. This plot is consistent with our expectations, and shows that
temperature fluctuations can become significant for matrix capacity ratios less than 1.5.
Figure 3.14: Normalized temperature fluctuation as a function of matrix capacity ratio.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presents a one-dimensional, transient, plug-flow model of a regenerative heat
exchanger. The model captures local thermal-physical property variations and the pressur-
ization and depressurization effects during process switching. The model compares well with
experimental data for both uninsulated and internally insulated 10 kWth regenerators, gen-
erally predicting effectiveness, heat transfer, and discharge temperatures within 5%. The
model also generally predicts pressure drop and carryover within 10%.
This transient regenerator model can best be used within system simulations to estimate
system performance at a higher degree of fidelity. The experimental and simulation results
indicate that the regenerator causes fluctuations in temperature and flow rate that will prop-
agate to other system components. The following chapters describe dynamic modeling of
other system components and explore the simulation of a 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Bray-




POWER CYCLE COMPONENT MODELING
One of the objectives of this thesis is to simulate a dynamic fixed-bed regenerator as
part of a sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle to quantify the impact of regenerator dynamics
on component and system performance. To accomplish this, the sCO2 power cycle must be
designed with regenerators to determine design point pressures, temperatures, and flow rates
throughout the cycle. The initial design can be performed by employing a simplified regener-
ator model such as that by Ref. [37], along with thermodynamic models of turbomachinery
and heat exchangers with performance targets such as design point isentropic efficiency and
design point effectiveness or approach temperature. However, to capture realistic component
and system behavior throughout the regenerator cycle, these component models must be ca-
pable of predicting off-design behavior. Furthermore, other heat exchangers in the system
such as the primary heat exchanger, precooler, and low-temperature recuperator (for mixed
regenerative/recuperative systems) should capture heat exchanger dynamics. This chapter
details the off-design and dynamic modeling approaches taken for different power cycle com-
ponents including compressors, the turbine, the primary heat exchanger, the air cooler, the
low temperature recuperator, and buffer volumes.
4.1 Compressors
The compressor model employed is based off the model developed by Modekurti, et
al [119] and adapted by Liese, et al [120]. This model was chosen as it includes off-design
equations that capture variable inlet guide vane features, whichwould be useful in controlling
flow through these compressors in a grid-connected sCO2 power cycle in which shaft speed










where ṁ is the mass flow rate, ρin is the inlet density, r2 is the impeller radius in meters,






where d2 is the impeller diameter and b2 is the impeller exit width. While Modekurti does
not give the impeller exit width, Liese provides the following relationship for φ3 as a function
of φ1 in order to render reasonable values for the impeller exit width:
φ3 = φ+ 0.215f forφ < 0.038
φ3 = 1.8φ+ 0.187 forφ ≥ 0.038
(4.4)
where f is the recirculation leakage factor. However, in this study the inlet flow coefficient will
be fixed to the value of 0.09 at the design point, which lies in the middle of the reasonable
range of 0.01 to 0.15 [119, 121]. For this reason, it is not necessary to evaluate the gas
recirculation factor. Modekurti also provides maximum impeller Mach number and tip speed:
Mamax = −0.202 ln(n) + 1.25 (4.5)
U2,max =
√
0.7(1984.1φ2 − 616.88φ+ 215.97)RP0,2 (4.6)
where n is the number of stages of compression and RP0,2 is the yield stres of the impeller,
with a typical value of 830 MPa. In this study only one stage of compression is used for
both the main compressor and recompressor, so the maximum Mach number is 1.25. We
conservatively select a design point Mach number at 70% of this maximum, or 0.875. More
discussion on Mach number limits can be found in Ref [119].

















Modekurti also provides a dimensionless performance map of ψ3 as a function of φ3
for various inlet guide vane angles based on vendor data. However, the direct use of this
performance map requires an impeller exit width b2 that far exceeds the reasonable values
that are predicted from Equation 4.4. For this reason, we non-dimensionalize this map about
the point (φ = 0.14, ψ = 1.165) to render Figure 4.1:
Figure 4.1: Non-dimensionalized compressor performance map adapted from Modekurti, et
al [119].
This map can still employ Modekurti’s mathematical representation:
ψs = Aφ
2
3 +Bφ3 + C (4.8)
where the parameters A, B, and C cna be evaluated with the following correlation:
z = aebx + cedx (4.9)
where z = A, B, or C, x =IGV angle, and a, b, c, and d are model parameters given in
Table 2 of Modekurti, et al. Modekurti also provides the following relationship giving the
surge line for the compressor:
ψs = 3.6842φ3 + 0.9051 (4.10)
This relationship is employed to evaluate proximity to surge for the compressor.
To establish a design, the compressor model requires an inlet flow rate, inlet pressure,
inlet temperature, outlet pressure, isentropic efficiency, the number of stages, the design
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point flow coefficient φ, and either the shaft speed or the design point Mach number. As
stated previously, in this study we assume one stage and that the Mach number is at 70%
of the maximum value of 1.25.
4.2 Turbine
For this study we employ the simple turbine model presented by Dyreby [25]. Dyreby
assumes the turbine has a radial design, which he claims is applicable for power ratings up
to 50 MWe, and models the turbine as an un-choked nozzle:
ṁ = ρAnozzleCs (4.11)





where ∆hs is the isentropic enthalpy drop across the turbine. Taking this approach assumes
a radial design with a low degree of reactivity, meaning that the majority of the enthalpy
change occurs along the nozzle and not the blades [25]. One should also note that with the
above two equations, mass flow rate is directly related to pressure drop.









where U is the tip speed, defined identically for the compressor. At design point, the turbine
requires inlet pressure, inlet temperature, flow rate, and outlet pressure. The efficiency is
set to a specified value for the design efficiency. This allows the calculation of the nozzle
area and turbine diameter. In off design, the mass flow rate and efficiency are released, and
the nozzle area and turbine diameter are fixed. The turbine efficiency will then vary as a
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function of the isentropic enthalpy drop and shaft speed. The shaft speed is fixed in this
study, so efficiency varies with isentropic enthalpy drop alone, which is influenced by inlet
and outlet pressure and inlet temperature.
4.3 Precooler
The ability to employ air cooling for waste heat rejection is one of the strengths of sCO2
cycles, particularly for CSP applications. Air coolers are typically cross-flow finned-tube
heat exchangers with air flow driven by an axial fan. In this manner, large amounts of air
can be drawn through the heat exchanger without a large air-side pressure drop. Gavic [122]
developed a model of a sCO2 air cooler that has been refined by Neises, et al [123]. The
model is further refined with a more detailed heat transfer analysis and dynamic terms in
this study.
The air cooler is assumed to be a multipass, cross-flow finned-tube type heat exchanger.
Because sCO2 properties vary significantly in the temperature range that the cooler experi-
ences, the model is discretized into Nloops and Nnodes, where Nloops is the number of passes,
and Nnodes is the number of nodes in each pass. The nodes are analogous to sub-heat ex-
changers in that each has a CO2 inlet and outlet and an air inlet and outlet condition. In
this manner there are Nloops+1 positions where the air temperature is defined, and Nnodes+1
positions where the CO2 temperature is defined. Figure 4.2 shows a stencil of the aircooler
for the specific case of 3 passes and 5 nodes.
The following geometric relations describe the air cooler:
Ltotal = LtubeNloops (4.15)
LnodeNnodes = Ltube (4.16)
Vtube = LtubeWtubeHtube (4.17)
Vnode = LnodeWtubeHtube (4.18)
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Figure 4.2: Stencil of the cross-flow air cooler model.
Vtotal = LtubeWtotalHtotal (4.19)
Htotal = NrowsHtube (4.20)
Ntubes = NrowsNloops (4.21)
where Ltotal is the total tube length, Lnode is the length of each individual node, Htube is the
vertical distance between tubes, Wtube is the horizontal distance between tubes, Vtube is the
volume taken up by each tube pass, Vnode is the volume taken up by each node, Wtotal is the
total width of the heat exchanger, Htotal is the total height of the heat exchanger, and Vtotal
is the total volume of the heat exchanger. The total flow rate is related to the mass flux in
a single tube as follows:
ṁCO2 = NrowsAc,tubeJCO2,L,Nloops (4.22)






where σf is the ratio of free-flow to frontal area. Mass flux of both air and CO2 are related
to density and velocity:
JCO2 = ρCO2vCO2 (4.24)
Jair = ρairvair (4.25)







While equating the gradient of mass flux to the time derivative of density would be more
precise for a dynamic model, in practice this inclusion increases computational time without






















were α is the ratio of gas-side heat transfer area to core volume. The CO2 conservation of
momentum also needs the following tube-end boundary conditions:
pCO2,0,3 = pCO2,0,2 (4.30)
pCO2,Ltube,2 = pCO2,Ltube,1 (4.31)















fair = 0.0607 (Reair/1000)
−0.2563 (4.33)








hconv,CO2 (TCO2 − Tw) (4.34)
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= As,CO2hconv,CO2 (TCO2 − Tw)− As,airhconv,air (Tw − Tair,avg) (4.35)
where As,CO2 = πdindz, As,air = αVnode, and Vw = (1− σf)Vnode − π4d2indz. The aluminum fins
are assumed to be at the same temperature as the carbon steel tubes, which is a reasonable
assumption given the high thermal conductivity of aluminum and the low air-side convection






hconv,air (Tw − Tair,avg) (4.36)
Because the air temperature and pressure remain near ambient conditions, entrained fluid
heat capacity is neglected in conservation of energy of the air stream. Like pressure, CO2
temperature requires direction-switching boundary conditions:
TCO2,0,3 = TCO2,0,2 (4.37)
TCO2,Ltube,2 = TCO2,Ltube,1 (4.38)


















where kCO2 is the CO2 thermal conductivity, PrCO2 is the CO2 Prandtl number, ρCO2,w is
the CO2 density at the wall temperature, jH,air is a Colburn jH factor, cp,air is the specific
heat of air, and Prair is the Prandlt number of air. The Colburn-jH factor is calculated as:
jH,air = 0.0148711552(Reair · 10−3)−0.382144871 (4.41)






where the total air volumetric flow rate is V̇air,tot = ṁair,tot/ρair. The total air flow rate is
related to the flow rate along each tube as:
ṁair,tot = ṁair,tubeNrowsNnodes (4.43)
Table 4.1 gives fixed geometric parameters for the air cooler according to Kays and
London [62], page 269. To design the air cooler, the model is given a target CO2 outlet
temperature , target CO2 pressure drop, and total fan power. This determines the total
tube length (and thus length of each per-pass tube) and number of vertical rows. For off-
design and dynamic simulation, the CO2 outlet temperature and pressure drop are released
and the previously calculated tube length and number of rows are fixed.
Table 4.1: Air cooler fixed parameters
Parameter Description Value
Wtube Horizontal distance between tubes (cm) 5.24
Htube Verticle distance between tubes (cm) 7.818
th Tube thickness (mm) 2.4
dout Tube outer diameter (cm) 2.601
fin pitch Number of fins per meter of tube (1/m) 346
Dh Air side hydraulic diameter (cm) 1.321
thfin Fin thickness (mm) 0.305
σf Ratio of free flow to frontal area (-) 0.642
α Ratio of gas-side heat transfer area to core volume (1/m) 191
Afin Ratio of finned to total air side surface area (-) 0.825
Nloops Number of passes (-) 3
Nnodes Number of sub-heat exchangers per pass (-) 10
ηdes Fan efficiency (%) 62
ǫtube Relative roughness (-) 4.5e-5
4.4 Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger
The printed circuit heat exchanger (PCHE) model is used for both the low-temperature
recuperator and the primary heat exchanger. PCHEs are a common heat exchanger choice
for sCO2 recuperators [124, 125], and may be an advantageous design for molten salt - sCO2
primary heat exchangers [13]. Though different materials are used for these two different
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heat exchanges due to very different temperature regimes, the same conservation equations
can be used in both models. Figure 4.3 shows a stencil diagram of the PCHE model,
which effectively captures the wall, a single hot channel, and a single cold channel. The
domain is discretized axially within the transient plug-flow model. Counterflow arrangement
is employed to maximize heat exchanger effectiveness.
Figure 4.3: Stencil of the printed circuit heat exchanger model.







where Jh = ρhvh and Jc = ρcvc. As with the precooler, the dynamic continuity term is
neglected to improve computational efficiency without sacrificing fidelity in results. Conser-






















The friction factors are evaluated according to [126] as:
f = 0.0791Re−1/4 (4.48)









hconv,c(Tw − Tc) (4.49)








hconv,h(Th − Tw) (4.50)
For the primary heat exchanger, this equation is expressed slightly differently due to the fact









hconv,h(Th − Tw) (4.51)


















hconv,c(Tw − Tc) (4.52)
In the above equations, hch is the channel height and thw is the wall thickness. For both the





















where kf is the fluid thermal conductivity, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, Ref is the fluid
Reynolds number, Prf is the fluid Prandtl number, ρf,w is the CO2 density evaluated at the
wall temperature, µMS is the molten salt viscosity, and µMS,w is the molten salt viscosity
evaluated at the wall temperature. While the sCO2 experiences turbulent flow in both heat
exchangers, the molten salt flow is generally laminar due to its high viscosity. The constant
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wall-temperature laminar flow nusselt number is selected as it is more conservative than
the constant heat flux Nusselt number. Its value is further corrected for radial differences
in viscosity according to Ref [128]. The low-temperature recuperator is assumed to be
made with stainless steel 316, and the primary heat exchanger is assumed to be made with
Haynes 230. The wall thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and density are each calculated
as functions of temperature for these materials.
Channel, wall, and ridge geometries are prescribed according to common published val-
ues for sCO2 applications [125]. Ensuring adequate wall and ridge thickness for structural
integrity is particularly important. This is accomplished by calculating safety factors for the












where wch is the channel width. The total wall stress is then Sw,t = Sw,m + Sw,b, and the















The allowable stress is evaluated as function of the heat exchanger hot inlet temperature
for the appropriate material according to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section
VIII Division I [129]. It should be noted that these allowable stresses already carry a safety
factor, so as long as the wall and ridge safety factors calculated here exceed one, the heat
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exchanger meets ASME design requirements. Table 4.2 gives PCHE geometries and safety
factors for both the LTR and PHX.
Table 4.2: PCHE design parameters
Parameter LTR PHX
Channel height (mm) 1.1 1.1
Channel width (mm) 2.36 2.36
Wall thickness (mm) 1.5 1.96
Ridge thickness (mm) 1.0 2.36
Wall safety factor (mm) 3.6 1.5
Ridge safety factor (mm) 2.4 1.5
The low-temperature recuperator is designed by specifying a target hot-stream pressure
drop and total recuperator effectiveness. With these values, the recuperator length and num-
ber of channels can be calculated. Off-design and dynamic simulation is then accomplished
by replacing the pressure drop and effectiveness specifications with the calculated length and
number of channels. The PHX is designed similarly, except that the molten salt flow rate
must also be determined by first specifying the target CO2 outlet temperature. Molten salt
physical properties are taken from a recent study by Li, et al [130] that identified a sodium
chloride salt stable up to 800◦C. They measured a heat capacity of roughly 0.91 kJ/kg-K,
and give coefficients for a linear fit of the molten salt density as a function of temperature.
These correlations and their associated uncertainties are given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Molten salt properties [130]
Property Correlation Unc. at 95% conf.
Density (kg/m3) ρMS = 2541.74− 0.53TMS ±13.5
Heat capacity (kJ/kg-K) cp,MS = 0.913 ±0.056












Conductivity (W/m-K) kMS = 0.437196− (1.23e− 4)TMS ±8.89e− 3
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4.5 Buffer Volumes
Buffer volumes are incorporated into the simulation for several reasons. They are fre-
quently employed in power systems to dampen any potentially harmful transients, and they
can also conservatively capture the effects of pipe volume between components. For the pur-
poses of this simulation, they are necessary because the flow rate through valves and turbo-
machinery is dictated by pressure drop through those respective components. To adequately
capture the effects of regenerator dynamics, the system needs volumes at the periphery of
the regenerator that can handle transients in flow rate and temperature and in turn calculate
transients in pressure.
In practice, the buffer volume would be an empty pressure vessel. In the model, the




= ṁin − ṁout (4.61)
dUbv
dt
= Ḣin − Ḣout (4.62)
where mbv is the mass in the buffer volume, ṁin and ṁout are the inlet and outlet mass flow
rates respectively, Ubv is the total energy in the buffer volume, and Ḣin and Ḣout are the
incoming and outgoing total enthalpy flows, respectively. Coupled with an equation of state,
these equations allow the solution of the buffer volume temperature and pressure throughout
the regenerator cycle.
4.6 Valves
The equations used for modeling valves are given in Chapter 3. Valves are designed by
specifying a target pressure drop and calculating the valve coefficient Cv. Because actual
vendor data on valves was available, it was possible to fix the valve coefficient to a value
corresponding to a suitable valve. Valve sizing takes into account temperature, pressure,
target pressure drop, expected flow rate, and desired minimum opening and closing time.
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CHAPTER 5
10 MWE SYSTEM DESIGN AND SIMULATION
Chapter 3 illustrated that the inherently dynamic nature of regenerators could lead to
fluctuations in discharge temperature and flow rates that propagate throughout the system.
Of particular concern are fluctuations in temperature leaving the regenerator cold outlet and
fluctuations in mass flow rate through the compressors due to regenerator carryover. Quan-
tifying the effects of these fluctuations is complicated by the fact that multiple regenerator
beds operate in parallel and out of phase. System simulation is necessary to estimate these
fluctuations and their impact on system performance and operability.
Commercial applications for 10 MWe sCO2 cycles include waste heat recovery, CSP
peaker plants, and CSP in rural Australia [131, 132]. However, the 10 MWe scale is primarily
of interest because the Department of Energy STEP pilot plant is being sized for 10 MWe,
and this project could serve as a scaled test bed for advanced cycle technologies such as
regenerators. Simulations at this scale could give useful insights into regenerator and system
performance and behavior in early demonstration units.
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of a 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle with the
high temperature recuperator replaced with a regenerator. Regenerators are expected to
be most beneficial as a recuperator replacement at high temperatures, where they enable a
reduction in high temperature materials by separating the thermal boundary from the pres-
sure boundary. Furthermore, an initial proof-of-concept pilot scale plant would most likely
employ only a single regenerator, in order to avoid the additional complexity of having a
second regenerator. The diagram illustrates the location of buffer volumes and the layout of
valves. Buffer volumes are placed at the inlets and outlets of the regenerator. From a mod-
eling standpoint, this enables pressure driven simulation, in which the flow rate throughout
the entire system is determined by pressure drops through components. From a physical
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standpoint, these buffer volumes approximate pipe volume at regenerator inlets and outlets
and serve to dampen any transients caused by the regenerators.
There are four regenerator beds, which is the minimum possible to maintain non-zero
flow throughout the entire regenerator process. While one set of beds is experiencing pres-
surization and blowdown, the other set of beds accomodates the full system flow rate. Each
bed has four valves; a hot inlet, hot outlet, cold inlet, and cold outlet valve. Figure 5.1
also illustrates the use of bed-linking valves. These valves open just before pressurization
and blowdown for their respective set of beds. While the low pressure bed is undergoing
pressurization, the high pressure bed is undergoing blowdown. Rather than let the full car-
ryover mass flow rate pass through the compressor, some of that mass can be passed from
the high pressure bed to the low pressure bed through the bed linking valve until the two
beds equalize in pressure. This helps reduce total carryover that must be processed by the
compressor, improving efficiency.
Figure 5.1: Diagram of a 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle with high
temperature regenerator.
Regenerator bed switching is a key challenge to regenerator design and operation that
has not previously been explored in great detail. In the 10 kWth experimental regenerator
data shown in Chapter 3, the valves were small enough that they could open and close in less
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than half of a second. As a result, the effects of switching were almost impossible to detect.
However, at the 10 MWe scale, valves are substantially larger, and take at least 5 seconds to
open and close. This means that the switching process takes a minimum of 15 seconds. The
total regenerator cycle time must be increased to maintain the same matrix capacity ratio;
otherwise, the regenerator performance will degrade significantly. Furthermore, while one
set of regenerator beds is switching, the other set of beds must handle the entire power cycle
flow rate. Hinze, et al [37] performed an economic study of regenerators versus recuperators
assuming that regenerators switch instantaneously and that each bed and its associated
valves are designed to handle half of the nominal flow rate. Howewever, if the flow rate
experienced by the beds and valves is essentially double the design value for up to 15 seconds,
the pressure drop through those components will increase significantly. This will in turn
influence the power required by the compressors and produced by the turbine, reducing
power cycle efficiency.
These effects are not taken into account in Hinze’s study. An alternative approach is
to design each bed and valve to handle the entire power cycle flow rate, and to extend
pressurization and blowdown so that they take nominally the same amount of time as the
charge and discharge processes. In this manner, one set of beds will always be switching,
while the other set of beds is storing and relinquishing heat. This should reduce fluctuations
in flow rate and pressure throughout the system, but it comes at the added cost of larger
regenerator beds and valves.
The objectives of this chapter are to provide answers the following questions:
1. How should the system be designed? Specifically, what should the dimensions and
switching time of the regenerator be?
2. How should bed switching be handled? What considerations must be taken into ac-
count that are neglected in the simplified NTU-effectiveness-Cm model?
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3. What is the process for transferring from simple design model outputs to simulation
model inputs?
4. How severe are transients in temperature, pressure, and flow rate throughout the cycle?
5. How could these transients be mitigated?
6. How do the transients influence cycle performance?
5.1 Regenerator Design
In this study, the system is designed using the NTU-effectiveness-Cm regenerator model
with reasonable assumptions for system design parameters, which are given in Table 5.1.
Turbomachinery efficiency values are selected based on literature suggestions for reasonable
values for radial components at the 10 MWe scale [133]. The low temperature recuperator
effectiveness and pressure drop were set at reasonable values. The ambient temperature is
low for CSP applications, but appropriate for a broader range of applications considered
for sCO2 power cycles including waste heat recovery and indirect-fired natural gas plants.
The precooler outlet temperature was selected to provide high efficiency while sufficiently
avoiding the critical point to prevent computational issues associated with proximity to
the critical point. The precooler fan power was set at 2% of system power output [123].
The precooler pressure drop was selected to provide reasonable air cooler dimensions. The
primary heat exchanger pressure drop and effectiveness were set at reasonable values. The
molten salt temperature of 750◦C allows a 30◦C approach against the DOE target turbine
inlet temperature of 720◦C. The recompression fraction of 34% has been used in the study
by Hinze, et al [37], from which regenerator design targets are also based.
As stated before, the actual regenerative cycle time will need to be longer than the NTU-
effectiveness-Cm model switching time of P0 = 45 seconds to accommodate valve opening,
valve closing, and regenerator bed pressurization and blowdown. Figure 5.2 shows a plot of
what nominal mass flow rates through each regenerator bed might actually look like after
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LTR hot-side ∆P 187.5 kPa
Precooler outlet temperature 34◦ C
Ambient temperature 25◦ C
Precooler fan power 200 kW
Precooler CO2 ∆P 2.5 kPa
PHX CO2 ∆P 100 kPa
PHX effectiveness 90%
PHX MS inlet temperature 750◦ C
PHX CO2 outlet temperature 720
◦ C
Recompression fraction 34%
Regenerator max ∆P 270 kPa
Regenerator sphere diameter 3 mm
Regenerator effectiveness 99%
Regenerator design P0 45 s
Generator efficiency 95%
Net generator power output 10 MW
extending the actual regenerator switching time. Each t axis corresponds to a different
regenerator bed. Flow above the t axis indicates flow in the positive direction (charge and
blowdown), while flow below the axis indicates flow in the negative direction (discharge and
pressurization). The valve opening time tv,o is constrained to 5 seconds. From regenerator
simulation in MatLAB, the pressurization/blowdown time tpress takes 3.8 seconds. The
charge/discharge time tcharge must be selected to ensure that the same total amount of
fluid flows through the regenerator system during one switching period as in the NTU-
effectiveness-Cm model. This approach is necessary to achieve the same matrix capacity rate
ratio Cm in order to achieve a similar effectiveness. Using Figure 5.2 as a guide, it was found
that a charge/discharge time of 7.4 seconds gives a total accumulated flow roughly equivalent
to that of the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model. Adding up all necessary processes results in a
60 second regenerator cycle time.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic showing nominal flow rates through each regenerator bed for design
option one.
As was mentioned previously, this design approach will likely result in very large regenerator-
valve pressure drop fluctuations due to the large flow rate fluctuations. One way to mitigate
this effect would be to design each regenerator bed and each valve to accommodate the full
flow rate, rather than half the flow rate. The pressurization and blowdown processes could
be elongated so that the total bed-linking + switching time equals the charge/discharge
time. Figure 5.3 shows how the nominal regenerator flow rates might look under this design
scenario. The flows are much more periodic and no regenerator bed must ever handle more
than its design flow rate. As a result, the regenerator-valve pressure drops should be much
more reasonable. The downside to this approach is that it requires double the regenerator
bed volume, as each bed is not storing or releasing much heat for approximately half the
cycle while it switches processes. In order to maintain a reasonable regenerator bed aspect
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ratio, the number of beds is multiplied by two, rather than scaling the diameter up to achieve
twice the volume. Each set of valves thus feeds two sets of regenerator beds, so the total
number of valves remains constant.
Figure 5.3: Schematic showing nominal flow rates through each regenerator bed for design
option two.
Table 5.2 gives design results for the two cases, as determined by the NTU-ε-Cm system
model. The primary difference is in the elongated process time for design option two, and
the fact that this design option has twice as many packed beds. Due to flexibility in valve
pressure drop and a limited number of possible valve sizes, only the hot outlet valve is
changed for design option two. Note that both design options achieve similar power cycle
thermal efficiency around 48.5%.
5.2 Regenerator Simulation
With regenerator geometric and thermodynamic inputs known, the detailed regenerator
model has the inputs it needs to simulate through a regenerative cycle. However, simulating
four regenerator beds in parallel is not a straightforward task. Care must be taken to ensure
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Table 5.2: 10 MWe NTU-ε-Cm regenerator design results
Parameter Design Option 1 Design Option 2
Thermal duty (kW) 42.9 43.9
Bed length (m) 1.007 1.008
Bed diameter (m) 1.030 1.04
# of beds per valve set 1 2
Sphere diameter (mm) 3 3
Total surface area (m2) 4,231 8,626
Total volume (m3) 3.36 6.85
ṁHTCB (kg/s) 45.3 92.2





Ph,out (MPa) 8.281 8.281
Pc,out (MPa) 24.73 24.63
tv,open (s) 5 5
tch/tdch (s) 7.4 20
tswitch (s) 3.8 20
tcycle (s) 60 90
Hot inlet valve Cv 1750 1750
Hot outlet valve Cv 950 1600
Cold inlet valve Cv 950 950
Cold outlet valve Cv 1100 1100
Thermal efficiency (%) 48.7 48.3
appropriate initial conditions for each regenerator and that the appropriate operating regime
is followed. This section details how the simulation effort was initialized, carried out, and
how the results were interpreted.
5.2.1 Initial Conditions
Each design option was simulated repetitively in Matlab until it reached periodic steady
state, rendering the regenerator temperature as a function of axial position and time. This
temperature profile was then used to provide initial conditions for the regenerator beds in
the gPROMS system model. Because the gPROMS model consists of four regenerator beds
and all of the balance of plant components described in Chapter 4, it takes much longer to
solve than the Matlab model of the regenerator alone. For this reason, it is highly beneficial
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to employ the Matlab model first to improve the accuracy of the initial conditions on the
regenerator temperature profile, so as to limit the number of cycle iterations that must be
simulated in MATLAB to reach periodic steady state. The four regenerator beds start as
follows: regenerator one begins just at the end of blowdown, with the hot inlet valve about
to open. Regenerator two begins just at the end of pressurization, with the cold inlet valve
about to open. Regenerator three begins at the end of the charge process, with the hot inlet
and hot outlet valves about to close. Regenerator four begins at the end of the discharge
process, with the cold inlet and cold outlet valves about to close. Figure 5.4 shows these
temperature profiles for design option one, and Figure 5.5 shows temperature profiles for
design option two, along with the curve fits to these temperature profiles.
Figure 5.4: (Left) Initial temperature profiles for design option 1 regenerators 1 and 2;
(right) Initial temperature profiles for design option 1 regenerators 3 and 4.
The gPROMS model also requires initial conditions in regenerator pressure and in buffer
volume temperature and pressure. Here, we use corresponding statepoints from the NTU-
effectiveness-Cm system model. The hot and cold outlet buffer volumes are initialized with
the pressure and temperature from the statepoints just before the primary heat exchanger
and low temperature recuperator, respectively. The hot inlet and cold inlet buffer volumes
are initialized with the temperatures taken from the turbine exhaust and the recompression
mixing point, respectively. The initial pressure of each regenerator depends on at which part
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Figure 5.5: (Left) Initial temperature profiles for design option 2 regenerators 1 and 2;
(right) Initial temperature profiles for design option 2 regenerators 3 and 4.
of the regenerative cycle it starts. For example, the regenerator beginning at the start of the
charge process will have no flow rate and the outlet valve will be open, and thus the pressure
drop through the outlet valve and the bed should be zero. Therefore, the pressure in the bed
should start at (or just barely above) the initial pressure of the hot outlet buffer volume. The
beds beginning at the end of the charge and discharge processes will have a steady pressure
drop proportional to mass flow rate, so the initial condition in pressure for these beds can
be estimated with the outlet valve pressure drop and the pressure drop predicted by the
NTU-effectiveness-Cm model for each respective process. The bed starting at the beginning
of discharge will have no flow rate but the outlet valve is closed, so the initial pressure should
equal to the cold outlet buffer volume plus the cold outlet valve pressure drop. Table 5.3
gives formulas for the initial pressure drop of each bed. These formulas are applicable to
both design options. Note that they are based on x = 0 corresponding with the hot end of
the regenerator.
The inlet buffer volume initial pressure is estimated as the outlet buffer volume initial
pressure plus the sum of the outlet valve, regenerator bed, and inlet valve pressure drops.
The dynamic precooler, low temperature recuperator, and primary heat exchanger models
are initialized with steady state conditions.
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Table 5.3: Regenerator bed initial pressure drop formulas
Cycle start point Initial pressure drop formula
Charge start Pi(x) = Pbv,h,out






Discharge start Pi(x) = Pbv,c,out +∆Pv,c,out






5.2.2 BOP Component Design and Operation
The other power cycle machinery is designed by first specifying design point parameters
for the cycle. The PHX is given a CO2 outlet temperature of 720
◦C and an effective-
ness of 90%. The turbine is assigned a flow rate equal to the turbine flow rate from the
NTU-effectiveness-Cm model, and its efficiency is set equal to its design efficiency. The low
temperature recuperator is assigned the target effectiveness and design point pressure drop.
The air cooler is given a target outlet temperature of 34◦C, total fan power of 200 kW, and
an air-side pressure drop of 2.5 kPa. The main compressor and recompressor flow coefficients
are fixed to their maximum values, and the recompression split inlet flow rate and split frac-
tion are fixed to the values from the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model. Table 5.4 describes how
these design points are translated to off-design simulation.
The balance-of-plant component designs are determined by running a system model con-
taining all of the component models described in Chapter 4 with the NTU-effectiveness-Cm
regenerator model. These values are then specified within the system simulation as described
in Table 5.4. Table 5.5 shows the results of component design for design options one and
two. Note that while the turbine shaft speed is constrained to equal the main compressor
shaft speed, the recompressor speed is allowed to float. However, it’s design speed is quite
close to the main compressor design speed, indicating that the prescribed recompression
fraction could be released in favor of all turbomachines operating at the same shaft speed on
a common shaft, eliminating the need for a recompressor gearbox. All turbomachine design
shaft speeds are much higher than the standard grid-connected generator speed of 3600 or
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Table 5.4: Power cycle design approach
Component Design Point Off-design
PHX TCO2,out = 720
◦C PHX Nch fixed to calculated value
PHX ∆PCO2 = 100 kPa PHX length fixed to calculated value
PHX ε = 90% ṁMS fixed to calculated value
Turbine ṁ fixed Dturbine fixed to calculated value
Turbine ηs = ηs,des Anozzle fixed to calculated value
LTR ε = 92% LTR Nch fixed to calculated value
LTR ∆PLTR,h = 187.5 kPa LTR length fixed to calculated value
Precooler Tout = 34
◦C Nrows fixed to calculated value
Precooler ∆PCO2 = 2.5 kPa Ltube fixed to calculated value
Main comp. ṁsplit,in fixed IGV angle set to zero
Main comp. φ = 0.09 Diameter fixed to calculated value
Main comp. φ3 = φ3,des b2 fixed to calculated value
Main comp. ψs = ψs,des ψs,des fixed to calculated value
Main comp. fMa = 0.7 Ndes fixed to calculated value
Recomp. Recomp split fraction = 34% IGV angle set to zero
Recomp. φ = 0.09 Diameter fixed to calculated value
Recomp. φ3 = φ3,des b2 fixed to calculated value
Recomp. ψs = ψs,des ψs,des fixed to calculated value
Recomp. fMa = 0.7 Ndes fixed to calculated value
1800 rpm, indicating the need for a turbine-to-generator gearbox.
The relative sizes of heat exchangers is also noteworthy. Table 5.6 gives heat exchanger
thermal duty and geometric parameters of all heat exchangers (PHX, LTR, and precooler
numbers are taken from design option two). Both regenerator options have substantially
higher surface-area-to-volume and heat-transfer-to-volume ratios than the other heat ex-
changer types. This metric illustrates why regenerators can achieve very high effectiveness
at a lower cost than traditional recuperators. Regenerator design option one has a much
higher heat transfer-to-volume ratio than the LTR and PHX, while regenerator design option
two is on par with the two PCHEs for this metric. The precooler volume is much larger than
that of the other heat exchangers, which is characteristic of air-cooled heat rejection systems
for power cycles.
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Table 5.5: Power cycle design results
Parameter Design option 1 Design option 2
PHX thermal duty (kW) 21.6 21.8
PHX length (m) 5.19 5.17
PHX Nch (-) 63,748 64,878
PHX total area (m2) 780.1 789.9
PHX core volume (m2) 9.52 9.64
PHX ṁMS (kg/s) 120.3 122.3
Turbine Dturbine (m) 0.215 0.216
Turbine Anozzle (m
2) 0.00282 0.00286
Turbine Ndes (RPM) 38,481 38,138
LTR thermal duty (kW) 11.1 11.2
LTR length (m) 4.22 4.22
LTR Nch (-) 38,607 39,278
LTR total area (m2) 384.3 391.0
LTR core volume (m2) 2.85 2.90
Precooler thermal duty (kW) 11.1 11.3
Precooler air flow rate (kg/s) 2258 2280
Precooler length (m) 8.06 8.45
Precooler Nrows (-) 597 578
Precooler total area (m2) 11,285 11,463
Precooler core volume (m2) 59.1 60.0
Main comp. DMC (cm) 9.1 9.2
Main comp. b2 (mm) 4.7 4.8
Main comp. Ndes,MC (RPM) 38,481 38,138
Recomp. DRC (cm) 11.2 11.3
Recomp. b2 (mm) 3.5 3.5
Recomp. Ndes,RC (RPM) 38,169 37,827
The regenerator cycle is controlled by changing the flow area coefficients of the valves.
With four independent regenerator beds, the flow area coefficients of 20 different valves must
be carefully managed. Throughout the cycle, each valve flow area coefficient is specified as
zero for closed valves, one for open valves, or a linear relationship with time for valves opening
and closing. The entire valve operating sequence is enclosed in a while loop that iterates
until periodic steady state is reached.
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Table 5.6: Heat exchanger design comparison
Parameter Regenerator DO1 Regenerator DO2 PHX LTR Precooler
Thermal duty 42.9 43.9 21.8 11.2 11.3
Volume (m3) 3.36 6.85 9.64 2.9 60
Surface Area (m2) 4,231 8,626 790 391 11,463
SA/V ratio (1/m) 1259 1259 82.0 134.8 191.1
Q̇/V (kW/m3) 12.8 6.4 2.26 3.9 0.2
5.2.3 Regenerator and Cycle Performance Evaluation
For each regenerator bed, a net energy balance is integrated to track the stored energy
of the bed, as described in Chapter 3 for the detailed model implemented in MatLAB.
Similarly, for each bed the net heat transferred into the cold stream is evaluated as the
difference between the bed energy at the beginning and end of the discharge process, and
the periodic steady state “error” is calculated as the energy left at the end of the regenerator
cycle divided by the maximum energy in the bed at the beginning of discharge. Periodic
steady state is said to be reached when the maximum error of all four beds is below a




(Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q4) (5.1)
where Qi = Edch,st,i − Edch,end,i. The values for heat transfer are updated at the end of each
cycle simulation. The maximum heat transfer is calculated using the same equations as in
Chapter 3, but in a post-processing procedure where the inlet and outlet temperature and
pressure used to calculate enthalpy are averaged over the entire regenerator cycle period.
5.3 Simulation Results
The simulation proceeds until the regenerator reaches periodic steady state. Once that
condition is achieved, the final cycle simulated is employed to determine cycle-averaged per-
formance parameters and to investigate fluctuations in fluid properties throughout the cycle.
Table 5.7 gives regenerator and system cycle-averaged performance characteristics. Design
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option two is characterized by slightly higher regenerator heat transfer and effectiveness, and
net cycle power, but slightly lower cycle thermal efficiency. Note however that both simula-
tions show similar regenerator effectiveness and system thermal efficiency to that predicted
by the NTU-ε-Cm model. This provides confidence that the NTU-ε-Cm model can accurately
predict performance even at large scales at which regenerators have not been tested.
Table 5.7: Regenerator performance comparison
Parameter Design Option 1 Design Option 2
Q̇regen,avg (MW) 42.9 46.9
εregen,avg (%) 99.0 100
Ẇcyc,avg (MW) 10.2 10.9
ηcyc,avg (%) 48.9 48.5
While regenerator effectiveness and cycle efficiency are the primary metrics of interest,
we are also interested in the magnitude and frequency of fluctuations in fluid properties such
as temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate throughout the cycle. Figure 5.6 shows turbo-
machinery flow rates for both design options. As one can see, the turbomachines experience
fluctuations in flow rate for both designs. In particular, the compressors experience flow
rate fluctuations with carryover during process switching. Table 5.8 gives the fluctuation
amplitude as a percentage of average flow rate. Design option two significantly reduces the
magnitude of the compressor flow rate fluctuations, though they are still noteworthy.
The fluctuations in design option two appear cyclic and regular because the cycle is
operated such that the bed switching is evenly spaced temporally. However, because the
objective in design option one was to switch as rapidly as possible, the bed switching spacing
is not even. Furthermore, this design case sees large fluctuations in bed pressure drop during
switching, which exacerbate the turbomachinery mass flow rate fluctuations.
One might note that flow rates tend to be higher for design option two. The difference is
due to the fact that neither case is controlled to hit a target load. As a result, the periodic
steady-state performance is heavily dependent on the initial conditions of the system and
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how well those initial conditions meet those required to achieve periodic steady-state at the
desired load. In the case of design option two, the initial conditions drove the system to
higher turbomachinery flow rate and power. System control strategies are discussed in the
following chapter.
Figure 5.6: Turbomachinery mass flow rate for (left) design option 1, and (right) design
option 2.
Table 5.8: Fluctuations in turbomachinery flow rate
Component Design Option 1 Design Option 2
Avg (kg/s) Amp (%) Avg (kg/s) Amp (%)
Main Compressor 62.0 16.8 65.8 7.7
Recompressor 31.9 29.9 34.5 10.0
Turbine 89.4 5.9 94.5 1.9
Figure 5.7 shows regenerator peripheral pressures throughout one regenerator cycle for
both design options, and Table 5.9 gives the average pressure of each buffer volume and am-
plitude of pressure fluctuations. Pressure fluctuations are quite severe for design option one,
exceeding ± 1 MPa for three of the four buffer volumes. These fluctuations are substantially
reduced for design option two, staying less than ± 400 kPa.
Figure 5.8 shows buffer volume temperatures for both designs throughout the cycle.
Table 5.10 gives the average temperature for each buffer volume and the amplitude of tem-
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Figure 5.7: Regenerator peripheral pressures for (left) design option 1, and (right) design
option 2.
Table 5.9: Fluctuations in regenerator peripheral pressure
Component Design Option 1 Design Option 2
Avg (MPa) Amp (MPa) Avg (MPa) Amp (MPa)
Turbine outlet 8.84 1.35 8.81 0.39
Precooler inlet 8.35 1.08 8.48 0.30
Compressor outlet 25.57 1.09 25.57 0.35
PHX inlet 25.38 1.19 25.38 0.36
perature fluctuations. In general, the regenerator cold inlet, hot inlet, and hot outlet tem-
peratures fluctuate fairly little. The cold outlet temperature fluctuates significantly though,
particularly in design option two. This fluctuation is caused by the decaying regenerator
discharge temperature during the cold-to-hot-blow process, and is of concern because the
fluid experiencing this fluctuation is directed toward the primary heat exchanger and the
turbine. The primary heat exchanger will most likely not be capable of tolerating ± 78◦C
temperature fluctuations, so a method for mitigating this transient effect is necessary.
Figure 5.9 shows turbomachinery power fluctuations throughout the regenerator cycle
for both design options, and Table 5.11 gives the average power and amplitude of power
fluctuations for each device. The fluctuations are much less severe for design option two,
owing to the reduced flow rate and pressure fluctuations. However, it is not immediately clear
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Figure 5.8: Regenerator peripheral temperatures for (left) design option 1, and (right)
design option 2.
Table 5.10: Fluctuations in regenerator peripheral temperature
Component Design Option 1 Design Option 2
Avg (◦C) Amp (◦C) Avg (◦C) Amp(◦C)
Turbine outlet 581.5 21.0 578.7 5.6
PHX inlet 529.9 57.1 527.4 77.6
Precooler inlet 165.0 10.7 148.5 4.4
Compressor outlet 165.3 3.0 153.5 1.3
that the turbomachinery can tolerate 2-8% fluctuations in power every 22.5 seconds, or that
a 6% fluctuation in net power delivered at the generator is acceptable. Determining if these
fluctuations are tolerable would require detailed turbomachine design and grid integration
analysis, which is out of the scope of this work. However, we can explore methods for
mitigating or reducing these fluctuations.
Table 5.11: Fluctuations in turbomachinery and net power
Component Design Option 1 Design Option 2
Avg (MW) Amp (%) Avg (MW) Amp(%)
Main compressor 1.86 12.4 1.93 6.0
Recompressor 2.50 22.0 2.62 7.7
Turbine 14.58 13.6 15.50 2.7
Net power 10.2 24.8 10.9 6.0
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Figure 5.9: Turbomachinery power for (left) design option 1, and (right) design option 2.
5.3.1 Fluctuation Mitigation Methods
The primary fluctuations of concern are turbomachinery flow rates, regenerator discharge
temperature, and turbomachinery and net power. Increasing the size of the buffer volumes
will reduce both the flow rate and temperature fluctuations, and in turn the net power
fluctuations. Though there exists a financial limit to the size of buffer volumes, we explore
the sensitivity of these fluctuations to buffer volume size in this section.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, all four buffer volumes were allowed a size of 0.5 m3. Both
design options were simulated again with buffer volume sizes of 10 m3, for a total system
buffer volume of 40 m3. Figure 5.10 shows regenerator peripheral temperatures with both
0.5 and 10 m3 buffer volumes. The regenerator cold discharge temperature fluctuations are
reduced to roughly ± 16◦C for both design options one and two, representing a significant
reduction for both cases by increasing the buffer volume to 10 m3. However, the reduced
fluctuations may still be too high for the primary heat exchanger inlet.
Figure 5.11 shows turbomachinery power for both design options with both 0.5 and 10
m3 buffer volumes. The net power fluctuations are reduced to ±7.4% and ±3.8% (or roughly
± 740 kW and 380 kW) for design options one and two respectively. While this represents
a significant improvement for design option one, the improvement for design option two
is marginal. Furthermore, increasing each buffer volume from 0.5 m3 to 10 m3 introduces
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Figure 5.10: Regenerator peripheral temperatures with both 0.5 and 10 m3 buffer volumes
for (left) design option 1, and (right) design option 2.
a substantial cost to the power cycle. For this reason, increasing buffer volume is not an
appropriate solution for reducing fluctuations in temperature and power.
Figure 5.11: Turbomachinery power fluctuations with both 0.5 and 10 m3 buffer volumes
for (left) design option 1, and (right) design option 2.
Placing an additional packed bed between the regenerator cold discharge and the primary
heat exchanger is another way of reducing the temperature fluctuation in the fluid heading
to the turbine. Figure 5.12 shows the updated system schematic with the extra packed bed,
termed a “Thermal Transient Reducer,” or TTR.
The TTR is modeled identically to the regenerator packed bed. The same conserva-
tion equations are used, but the flow is continuous and only in one direction. The TTR
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Figure 5.12: Diagram of a 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle with high
temperature regenerator and thermal transient reducer.
temperature is initialized as constant and equal to the cold outlet temperature from the
NTU-effectiveness-Cm model. The pressure drop of the TTR is estimated independently
using the Fahien and Shriver correlations, and then applied to determine the initial pres-
sure of the TTR. The model for design option two was again simulated through repetitive
regenerator cycles until periodic steady state was reached. The simulation was performed
iteratively to identify a TTR design (length and diameter) that would reduce turbine inlet
fluctuations to below 10◦C. The addition of the TTR has a negligible effect on regenerator
performance and cycle efficiency. Figure 5.13 shows the regenerator discharge, PHX inlet,
and turbine inlet temperatures. From this plot one can see that the TTR reduces the ±
78◦C fluctuations of the regenerator down to ± 6.4◦C at the PHX inlet. The PHX further
reduces these fluctuations to ±0.2◦C at the turbine inlet. These amplitudes are considered
acceptable for a primary heat exchanger and turbine.
Although the temperature fluctuations can be mitigated by simply including an extra
regenerator bed as a thermal transient reducer, the power fluctuations are more difficult to
eliminate. Turbine bypass or throttle valves could be an option in theory, but it is unclear
whether any such valve could operate quickly enough to keep up with these fluctuations, and
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Figure 5.13: Temperatures with the inclusion of the thermal transient reducer.
doing so would only decrease system net efficiency. Considering Figure 5.9, it is evident that
net power fluctuates more with turbine power than compressor power. Figure 5.14 shows
net and turbomachinery power with regenerator-valve subsystem pressure drop. This plot
illustrates that the fluctuations in turbine and net power are caused by significant reductions
in regenerator pressure drop during switching. Essentially, one set of beds is closing, while
the other is opening. The nominal flow rate stays the same, but during this process, the
apparent flow area doubles. The result is that the pressure drop decreases significantly. This
results in an increased turbine pressure ratio and power.
Figure 5.14: Turbomachinery power and regenerator pressure drop.
This phenomenon is inherent to fixed bed regenerator operation. There are two poten-
tial mehods for mitigating it; designing regenerators and valves for lower pressure drop and
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splitting the regenerator into more beds. If the regenerator-valve subsystem pressure drop
is lower to begin with, then the impact of switching will be less apparent. However, this
approach would require even larger valves, and a very large regenerator bed diameter, in-
creasing cost. Splitting the regenerator into multiple beds could reduce power fluctuations
because different pairs of regenerator beds could take turns switching. The apparent flow
area would increase by a smaller amount with each switch. The fluctuations in net power
would occur more frequently and reduce in magnitude.
The optimal number of beds is unclear. While splitting the regenerator into more pairs
of beds may reduce fluctuations, it will also increase cost and complexity associated with
valves. Chapter 7 analyzes a 100 MWe plant design with four pairs of regenerator beds
rather than two.
5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has analyzed the design and simulation of a 10 MWe recompression Brayton
cycle with a high temperature regenerator under two circumstances; design for fast switching
and design for low fluctuation amplitude. The primary difference between these two options
is that the second design requires twice the number of regenerator beds, and thus double the
volume. Simulations with both design options predict similar regenerator effectiveness and
system thermal efficiency as the NTU-ε-Cm model, providing confidence that the simplified
model can be used for system design purposes.
However, it was found that in the first design option, the substantial increase in regen-
erator and valve pressure drop during switching results in sharp and irregular fluctuations
in flow rate, temperature, and power. In design option two, all fluctuations become more
regular, and most reduce in amplitude. The one exception is the regenerator cold outlet
temperature, which increases in amplitude. This fluctuation can be mitigated by incorpo-
rating an additional packed bed, termed a thermal transient reducer or TTR, in between the
regenerator and primary heat exchanger. It is postulated that splitting the regenerator into
multiple sets of beds will reduce these fluctuations further.
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CHAPTER 6
10 MWE SYSTEM CONTROL AND PART-LOAD OPERATION
Supercritical CO2 power cycles are expected to be capable of operating in a very flexible
manner regardless of the application. For direct- or indirect-fired fossil fuel plants, the power
cycle is expected to be capable of following transients due to peak demand and intermittent
renewables. For concentrating solar power, the power cycle must also be capable of handling
transients due to varying solar flux throughout the day. This chapter quantifies part-load
operation and load-following capability of a 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle
equipped with (a) printed circuit heat exchangers only, and (b) the mixed regenerative
design option two from Chapter 5.
6.1 Control Methodology
The previous chapter detailed the dynamic simulation of two regenerative recompression
Brayton sCO2 power cycles at rated load to determine the magnitude of fluctuations caused
by regenerator transients. Because interest was limited to rated-power operation, those
systems were uncontrolled. That is, no control methods were implemented to attempt to
guide certain operating parameters, such as the turbine inlet temperature. However, controls
are necessary for part-load operation in order to meet the load target while operating the
system in a manner that ensures high efficiency without over-stressing machinery.
It should be noted here that because regenerator carryover causes an inherent imbalance
between compressor power and expander power, no controller could completely eliminate
net power fluctuations without severely impacting efficiency. If one could somehow manip-
ulate the compressors to have fixed mass flow rate, the compressor inlet and outlet pressure
fluctuations would grow, so the compressor power fluctuations would still be present. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, turbine bypass or throttle valves could in theory be ma-
nipulated to level out net power. However, this would likely reduce the power cycle efficiency
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sufficiently to negate any benefit in using a regenerator in place of a recuperator. The best
way to reduce fluctuations is through system design and optimization, which is discussed in
the following chapter.
The first step in implementing a control system is to identify what parameters need to
be controlled, and what manipulatable variables are available to control them. At a very
minimum, something must be manipulated to control net power output. According to Ref
[107], the best way to implement part-load control is through power cycle mass inventory.
That is, CO2 fluid mass must be added to the cycle to increase power, or removed from the
cycle to decrease power. This can be accomplished via a mass inventory tank, as depicted in
Figure 6.1. A control valve on the high-pressure side of the power cycle can be manipulated
to direct mass out of the cycle and into the inventory tank. Similarly, a valve on the low-
pressure side of the cycle can direct mass back into the cycle. If the inventory tank stores
CO2 in the vapor phase, the pressure must be in between the high and low side pressures,
and the size of the tank will limit how far into part-load the power cycle can operate. A
potentially better approach would be to liquefy the CO2 in the inventory tank to remove
this constraint and avoid the necessity of a very large, high pressure storage tank.
Figure 6.1: System diagram depicting a mass inventory control tank and inventory control
valves.
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A fully detailed control study would model inventory control valves, including dynamics
associated with the valve stem itself. However, these dynamics should be fast relative to the
disturbances investigated in this chapter. For this reason, we instead manipulate inventory
control flow rates that would be associated with control valve position.
As mass is removed from the cycle, the flow rate will decrease. As a result, the molten
salt flow rate required to maintain the turbine inlet temperature will also decrease. To main-
tain high cycle efficiency, the actual molten salt flow rate should be controlled accordingly.
However, as the CO2 flow rate decreases, the turbine pressure ratio also decreases. If the
turbine inlet temperature is held constant, the corresponding turbine outlet temperature
will increase. This temperature is already at the limit of what a stainless steel PCHE or
the regenerator hot inlet valve can handle. As a result, it is necessary to instead manipulate
molten salt flow rate to control for constant turbine outlet temperature. This will result in
a performance penalty, but the temperature limits of the HTR/regenerator materials must
be respected.
As the power cycle flow rate decreases, the cycle will tend toward lower compressor inlet
pressure as well. To prevent this, the main compressor inlet guide vane angles should be
adjusted to maintain constant compressor inlet pressure. Similarly, the recompressor inlet
guide vane angles should be manipulated to either maintain the recompression fraction or
attempt to maximize power cycle efficiency. In this study, the former strategy is pursued.
Finally, the air-cooler fan power should be manipulated to maintain constant compressor
inlet temperature. In practice, this can be accomplished through variable speed motor
driven fans within the air-cooler. Because those motors can become quite inefficient deep
into part-load, actual air coolers also allow for the possibility of shutting down entire bays
of cooling tubes. This makes for a somewhat complicated process to model, yet in practice
the approach is fairly well understood due to field experience with air-coolers for steam
Rankine power cycles. Furthermore, deviations in compressor inlet temperature due to a
poorly designed controller can result in computational challenges associated with proximity
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to the critical point. For these reasons, the air cooler in this chapter is replaced with a
simple thermodynamic model that provides a constant compressor inlet temperature. Other
dynamic sCO2 power cycle control studies have taken this approach in the past [89]. Table 6.1
summarizes the parameters targeted for control and the associated manipulatable variables.
Table 6.1: Control parameters and manipulatable variables
Target parameter Control variable
Net Power Output Inventory mass flow rates
Turbine outlet temperature Molten salt flow rate
Main compressor inlet pressure Main compressor IGV angle
Recompression fraction Recompressor IGV angle
6.2 Controller Design
Proportional integral (PI) control was selected as the methodology for this study due
to its simplicity of implementation. gPROMS includes a model linearization tool that can
be used to linearize a model and export the results to Simulink, where a controller can be
designed. Because regenerator operation complicates model linearization, a single controller
was designed based on a PCHE-only system. The first step was to ensure that the selected
control variables would have the desired impact on the target parameters. This was accom-
plished by developing a steady state cycle model and fixing the target parameters at their
target values. In this manner, the values of control variables for a “perfect controller” could
be determined. Figure 6.2 shows values of system high-side pressure, flow rate, molten salt
flow rate, and compressor inlet guide vane angles as a function of load with compressor inlet
pressure, recompression fraction, and turbine outlet temperature all held constant. These
plots illustrate that the control strategy presented is possible, and they set a benchmark for
controller performance.
Figure 6.3 shows power cycle thermal efficiency for both constant turbine inlet temper-
ature and constant turbine outlet temperature, as well as turbomachinery isentropic effi-
ciencies. This plot illustrates that controlling turbine outlet temperature rather than inlet
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Figure 6.2: Steady-state values for system high-side pressure, system flow rate, molten salt
flow rate, and compressor inlet guide vane angles as a function of load.
temperature results in only a small detriment to system efficiency. It also shows that while
compressor efficiencies are fairly constant across load (due to the variable inlet guide vanes),
turbine isentropic efficiency decays proportionally to system thermal efficiency. This plot
suggests that turbine isentropic efficiency is the most influential factor on system thermal
efficiency. This is important to note, as the compressor and expander isentropic efficiencies
are estimated as second order functions of flow coefficient alone. More accurate efficiency
correlations that take into account head rise, speed, etc. for a specific compressor or expander
will substantially impact the resulting system efficiency at part-load.
To design the controller, a dynamic PCHE-only system was developed with buffer vol-
umes, so as to capture all of the same dynamics as the regenerative system. This system was
linearized after simulation for 500 seconds to eliminate any effects caused by initial condition
selection. The results of the linearization were exported to Simulink, where PI controllers
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Figure 6.3: Steady-state values for system thermal efficiency and turbomachinery isentropic
efficiencies.
could be designed for each set of targets and variables.
The mathematics of PI control are relatively straightforward. For control parameter r(t),
an error function is defined as follows:
e(t) = ract(t)− rtarget(t) (6.1)
From this error function, a transfer function is defined as follows:




The two terms on the right-hand side of Equation 6.2 are called the proportional term
and integral term, and the variables KP and KI are the proportional and integral gains,
respectively. The proportional term provides correction based on the proportional value of
error between the desired set point and the actual value; the integral term takes into account
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accumulated error. The gains were determined using Simulink and are shown in Table 6.2.
The transfer function is equated to the manipulatable variable. To avoid an algebraic loop




= −v(t) + u(t) (6.3)
where v(t) is the manipulatable variable of interest. This implementation was performed for
each set of control parameters and manipulatable variables in Table 6.1. For the inventory
flow rates, a low-pass filter was implemented via a logical case statement so that only one
“valve” (either high-pressure or low-pressure) could operate at any given time, and so that
neither valve would operate until the absolute value of the transfer function was greater than
0.25.
While the above controller works well for a PCHE only system, it results in significant
fluttering of control variables in the regenerative system due to the fluctuations in flow rate,
pressure, temperature, and net power. A notch filter was implemented in each controller
to reduce the magnitude of fluttering. Mathematically, the notch filter for controller j is
implemented as follows:
aj = 2zjω (6.4)
b = ω2 (6.5)
∂x1,j
∂t
= x2,j(t); x1,j(0) = 0 (6.6)
∂x2,j
∂t
= −bx1,j(t)− aj + ej(t); x1,j(0) = 0 (6.7)
fj = −ajx2,j(t) + ej(t) (6.8)




where ω is the frequency of fluctuations to be eliminated and zj determines the bandwidth
of the filter. Values for zj for each controller are included in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Control variable gains
Controller Proportional gain Integral gain z
Load 12.5 0.428 1
Turbine outlet temperature -113.6 -0.12 0.5
Compressor inlet pressure 1.0305 0 0.5
Recompression fraction -0.9770 0 0.5
6.3 Part-Load Simulation Results
With the previously described controller implemented, both the PCHE-only and mixed
regenerator systems were simulated with a 3%/min ramp rate for 21 minutes, followed by
roughly 15 minutes of steady state operation, or the time required to reach a new steady state.
The ramp rate selected is taken from a similar study performed by Ref [107]. Throughout
the ramp and subsequent steady operation, the controller attempts to keep compressor inlet
pressure, recompression fraction, and turbine outlet temperature constant. The top part of
Figure 6.4 shows PCHE and regenerative system net power output as a function of time
compared to the target load. The PCHE system follows net power almost perfectly, while
the regenerative system oscillates above and below the target load. These oscillations are
associated with carryover and do not reflect instability in the controller. They should improve
with a system designed for smaller net power oscillations. Nonetheless, this plot shows that
regenerators can perform equally well as recuperators for load-following during a 3%/min
ramp-down rate.
The bottom part of Figure 6.4 shows inventory control flow rates (high and low pressure)
for both PCHE and regenerative systems. The PCHE high-pressure inventory flow rate
fluctuates slighly at the beginning, then steadies out for the duration of the ramp. The re-
generative inventory flow rate, however, fluctuates back and forth between the high-pressure
and low-pressure streams. This causes the longer time-scale fluctuation seen in the regen-
erative system power curve. Increasing the value of z for the notch filter might reduce the
frequency of these fluctuations, but it might also slow the controller.
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Figure 6.4: (Top) Load and (bottom) inventory mass flow rate as a function of time for
both PCHE and regenerative systems.
Figure 6.5 shows recompression fraction, compressor inlet pressure, compressor inlet
guide vane angles, and compressor surge margin throughout the simulation for both sys-
tems. Recompression fraction and compressor inlet pressure remain constant throughout
for the PCHE system and fluctuate about their target values for the regenerative system.
the compressor inlet guide vanes behave as expected, with somewhat less fluttering for the
regenerative system, indicating that the notch filter is doing a better job on this controller.
Compressor surge margin increases into part-load, providing confidence that compressors
with inlet guide vane angle control can operate safely and effectively over a range of loads.
Figure 6.6 shows molten salt flow rate and turbine inlet and outlet temperatures through-
out the part-load simulation. While the controller does a good job maintaining turbine outlet
temperature for both systems, the notch filter could possibly be adjusted to reduce some of
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Figure 6.5: Recompression fraction, compressor inlet pressure, compressor inlet guide vane
angles, and compressor surge margin as a function of time for PCHE and regenerative
systems.
the fluctuations in molten salt flow rate for the regenerative system. Note that the turbine
outlet temperature fluctuates more frequently than the turbine inlet temperature because
the turbine pressure ratio is fluctuating with regenerator switching.
Figure 6.7 shows cycle thermal efficiency throughout the part-load simulation for both
heat exchanger technologies. After a slight increase at the beginning, both systems see
efficiency drop with turbine isentropic efficiency toward a steady state value around 35%.
The instantaneous regenerative system efficiency fluctuates significantly about this average
due to carryover, but the regenerator-cycle-averaged efficiency gradually asymptotes toward
the recuperative system efficiency. While this plot suggests that regenerators are capable of
higher part-load efficiency than recuperators, the disparity between technologies likely has
more to do with how the notch filters impact regenerative system controller response.
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Figure 6.6: Molten salt flow rate and turbine inlet and outlet temperatures.
6.4 Discussion
The results shown in the previous section are promising in that they indicate that re-
generative systems can perform as well a recuperative systems during part-load operation.
Moreover, these results suggest that sCO2 recompression Brayton cycles in general can follow
load very effectively. However, this part-load study is preliminary and could be enhanced in
a number of ways. These considerations are discussed below.
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Figure 6.7: Cycle thermal efficiency for both PCHE and regenerative systems.
One of the most important considerations in part-load operation of a power plant is
thermal stress. Rapid load changes can bring about significant temperature changes in
components, introducing thermal stresses and fatigue. To test how rapidly a power plant can
truly respond to a load change, thermal stress should at least be estimated and constrained
to a safe value. That being said, regenerators undergo constant temperature fluctuations
that likely cause greater thermal stresses than those associated with typical load-following.
A detailed load-following study would also benefit from added model fidelity in a number
of areas. The models employed in this study do not include heat loss, though it is almost
certainly present. More accurate turbomachinery performance maps would enable better
estimates of cycle thermal efficiency, as would the inclusion of piping and header volume
and pressure losses. The inventory control system could be modeled in greater detail, and
parasitics associated with air-cooler fan power and molten salt pumping losses could be
quantified at various loads to allow estimation of total plant efficiency as a function of load.
Another important consideration is the type of heat exchanger used for the primary
heater. This study assumed a printed circuit heat exchanger constructed with Haynes 230.
However, current steam-Rankine cycles for molten salt CSP plants generally rely on shell-
and-tube heat exchangers. If solid particles were instead used as the heat transfer media,
then a fluidized bed-sCO2 heat exchanger would be employed. Each type of heat exchanger
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has a distinct thermal lag associated with its thermal “mass”. As CSP primary heater
development continues, a study entirely devoted to transient operation of different heat
exchanger types may provide useful insight into the impact of heat transfer media on cycle
part-load and load-following performance.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a control strategy and load-following simulation for both recuper-
ative and regenerative sCO2 power cycles. System power and efficiency can most effectively
be controlled by manipulating cycle mass inventory and heat input via the molten salt flow
rate. Additional controls include compressor inlet pressure and recompression fraction, which
are controlled by manipulating compressor and recompressor inlet guide vane angles.
Proportional-integral control results in fast system response for both the recuperative and
regenerative systems. A notch filter was implemented on each regenerative system controller
to reduce the magnitude of fluttering caused by the inherent fluctuations of regenerative
systems due to carryover. While further refinement of the controller could yield smoother
operation, this study illustrated that regenerative systems can operate as well as recuperative
systems in part-load and load-following situations. A number of suggestions were made
regarding ways to improve the study.
While the 10 MWe scale is ideal for simulation and technology demonstration, actual
CSP baseload plants will be more on the order of 100 MWe. This magnitude increase
in system power will result in a magnitude increase in system flow rates and regenerator
thermal duty. However, scaling valves and pressure vessels by an order of magnitude may
not be practical. As a result, the regenerator-valve system may need to be split into more
sets of bed-valve subsystems. The next chapter provides a framework for optimizing a 100
MWe regenerative sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle for CSP applications given practical
constraints on pressure vessel and valve size.
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CHAPTER 7
100 MWE SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
Scaling up from a 10 MWe system to a 100 MWe system introduces several questions and
challenges regarding regenerator design. While PCHEs can be scaled by adding parallel heat
exchange units, the optimal method for scaling regenerators is less clear, and must consider
how valves and pressure vessels scale in both cost and size. Any comparison must also
consider how power cycle cost and efficiency influence levelized cost of energy in the context
of a CSP plant. This chapter presents regenerator design guidelines and a comparison of
optimal regenerative cycle designs for a variety of scenarios.
7.1 System Design
The NTU-effectiveness-Cm model was implemented in gPROMS to take advantage of its
robust mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP) solvers. Optimizing a 100 MWe system is
accomplished by minimizing levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Here, we employ a parametric
table developed in NREL’s System Advisor Model (SAM) tool [134] that gives CSP plant
LCOE as a function of power cycle cost (✩/kWe) and power cycle efficiency.
While the 10 MWe system studied in Chapter 5 assumed a compressor inlet temperature
of 34◦C, in this chapter we assume an ambient temperature of 35◦C corresponding to a
compressor inlet temperature of 42◦C. We make this assumption because the cycle design
is optimized for CSP applications, for which power must often be provided in locations
with high ambient temperature. Designing for a higher ambient temperature is preferable
because a system designed for lower ambient temperature would not be able to provide rated
power during times of higher ambient temperature, while a system designed for high ambient
temperature could operate more effectively in off-design at lower ambient temperatures.
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7.1.1 Power Cycle Cost Estimation
The power cycle cost is simply the sum of power cycle component costs. The regenerator
cost must be scaled to accommodate for possible changes in size. Hinze, et all [37] calcu-
lated regenerator cost based on raw materials and fixed manufacturing costs for a specific
regenerator size. However, the pressure vessel manufacturing costs may change as a function
of size. Towler, et all [135] give pressure vessel cost as a function of shell mass for plain
carbon steel and 304 stainless steel. Here, we keep the functional form and scaling exponent
from Towler, and fit the pre-exponential term to the pressure vessel cost according to Hinze,
resulting in the following regenerator pressure vessel equation:
Cpv = 13, 000 + 9.82m
0.85
pv (7.1)
The shell mass is estimated according to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XIII Division II [136]. Because the regen-
erators experience more than a million pressure cycles in their lifetime, fatigue must be taken
into consideration in their design. This is done by calculating the maximum principle stress
amplitude, and setting this equal to the allowable stress given in the ASME BPVC for the
number of cycles experienced by the regenerator. This allows the thickness of the pressure
vessel to be calculated implicitly, which in turn allows the shell mass to be calculated.
Weiland, et al [137] recently published sCO2 power cycle component costs based on a
large database of vendor quotes. These correlations were formed for sCO2-specific equipment
and include the influence of both component size and maximum operating temperature. Ref
[137] also provide ranges of applicability and uncertainty for each component. Table 7.1
provides these correlations. Only two components costs were taken from other references.
The equation for CSP primary heat exchangers was taken from Carlson, et al [138], as Ref
[137] does not provide a correlation for primary heaters for CSP applications. The correlation
employed here is in line with the U.S. Department of Energy Sushot target of a PHX cost
of ✩300/kWe [20], and has been used in previous sCO2 cost studies for CSP [123]. It should
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be noted that this estimation is speculative, as no commercial primary heaters have been
developed for CSP applications up to 720◦C. Table 7.1 also gives two printed circuit heat
exchanger (PCHE) costs - one from Ref [137], and another cost quoted directly from a single
PCHE vendor. The latter is in line with PCHE costs as estimated by Ref [138], but lies
outside the range of uncertainty given in Ref [137]. The primary purpose of considering both
PCHE cost correlations is to understand how PCHE cost affects the economic outlook of
regenerators.
Table 7.1: Scaled power cycle component costs
Component Cost Correlation Ref.
Regenerator pressure vessel Cpv = 13, 000 + 9.82 (mpv[kg])
0.85 [37, 135]
Regenerator packed bed Cbed = 4.17mbed[kg] [37]
Regenerator insulation Cins = 3.08mins[kg] [37]
PCHE - vendor quote CPCHE = 2.4UAPCHE[W/K] [37, 138]
PCHE - Weiland, et al CPCHE = 49.45 (UAPCHE[W/K])
0.7544 ft,PCHE [137]
Primary heat exchanger CPHX = 3.5UAPHX[W/K] [123, 138]
Precooler CPC = 32.88 (UAPC[W/K])
0.75 [137]















The temperature factor for both the PCHE and turbine is one if the maximum tempera-
ture for either device is less than 550◦C. For temperatures above 550◦C, the factor is defined
as follows:
ft,PCHE = 1 + 0.02141 (TPCHE,max − 550◦C) (7.2)
ft,exp = 1 + 1.106e− 4 (Texp,max − 550◦C)2 (7.3)
For the system studied in this chapter, both devices always have maximum temperatures
above 550◦C.
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Valve costs are provided by FlowServe for a variety of valve sizes. In addition to tradi-
tional hydraulically actuated stop valves, we also consider replacing the high-temperature
regenerator valves with check valves. These valves reduce or eliminate challenges associated
with valve stem seals and operations and maintenance. In addition, check valves are roughly
one-fourth to one-third the cost of actuated stop valves, which offers a potential for sub-
stantial regenerator cost reduction. Figure 7.1 illustrates how check valves would operate to
allocate fluid between one pair of regenerator beds. Low temperature actuated stop valves
would still be necessary to allow process switching control, and a small amount of hot-side
mixing due to check valve operation might reduce regenerator effectiveness slightly. While
check valve simulation is beyond the scope of this work, quantifying the potential impact
of using check valves on cycle cost and LCOE can illustrate potential benefits and motivate
additional inquiry into their use in regenerative heat exchangers.
Figure 7.1: High-temperature regenerator with check valves replacing high-temperature
stop valves.
7.1.2 Levelized Cost of Energy Calculation with NREL’s System Advisor Model
(SAM)
Regenerators can provide benefit over recuperators in two ways: reducing power cycle cost
and/or increasing power cycle efficiency. The relative weight of these two approaches depends
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on the cost of the heat source, which in this case is thermal energy from concentrating solar.
To properly balance efficiency with power cycle cost, we strive to minimize the levelized cost
of energy produced by a concentrating solar power plant.
The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is defined as “the cost that, if assigned to every
unit of energy produced by the system over the analysis period, will equal the total life
cycle cost when discounted back to the base year” [139]. Total life cycle cost is the sum
of all costs incurred for a system over its life span, including capital costs, installation,
engineering, procurement, operation and maintenance costs, fuel costs, labor, etc. For a
concentrating solar power plant the fuel cost is replaced by the heliostat field, receiver, and
thermal energy storage capital costs. By adequately capturing the relative weight of these
costs with power cycle component costs and levelizing them over the life of the plant, we can
most appropriately determine the relative importance of power cycle cost and efficiency.
In order to simplify the optimization process and allow quick computation, a parametric
table was developed in SAM that gives LCOE as a function of power cycle capital cost
and efficiency. This table was developed by using SAM’s built-in SolarPILOT optimization
methods to design a solar field, tower, and receiver for a cycle efficiency of 43.2%, a 100 MWe
plant, a solar multiple of 2.7, and 14 hours of thermal storage. NREL selected the power
cycle capacity to be large enough to ensure SAM’s surround solar field performance and cost
models were appropriate. Two CSP cost scenarios are considered: current CSP costs and
Sunshot 2030 target CSP costs. Table 7.2 gives cost assumptions for both scenarios.
The SAM case simulated annual performance for different combinations of power cycle
cost and efficiency with fixed solar field, tower and receiver design and fixed hours of thermal
storage. Consequently, in order to achieve the fixed design solar multiple and thermal storage
as power cycle efficiency changes, the power cycle capacity changes with thermal efficiency.
This is more straightforward computationally than fixing net power output and re-optimizing
the solar field every time, and for small changes in cycle efficiency (<5%), the impact should
be minimal. Figure 7.2 shows the resulting LCOE as a function of power cycle efficiency
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Table 7.2: CSP cost assumptions for LCOE calculation
Parameter Sunshot 2030 Current
Heliostat cost (✩/m2) 60 156
Tower cost (✩/kWth) 100 100
Receiver cost (✩/kWth) 200 320
TES cost (✩/kWht) 15 22
Fixed O&M (✩/kW-yr) 40 66
Variable O&M (✩/MWh) 3.0 3.5
Contingency cost (%) 10 7
Nominal discount rate (%/yr) 8.66 9.06
Federal income tax rate (%/yr) 21 35
State income tax rate (%/yr) 7 7
Sales tax (%) 5 5
Annual insurance (%) 0.5 0.5
Debt term (yr) 18 18
Plant life (yr) 30 30
Solar multiple (-) 2.7 2.7
DNI (W/m2) 950 950
Storage (hr) 10 10
and cost for both Sunshot 2030 CSP cost targets and current CSP cost targets. Because
Sunshot 2030 solar field, receiver, and thermal energy storage costs are low, the power cycle
efficiency has only a modest impact on LCOE, while power cycle cost has a stronger impact.
Because current solar field, receiver, and thermal energy storage costs are higher, power cycle
efficiency has a stronger impact on LCOE for the current cost scenario.
7.1.3 Challenges of Scale
To illustrate the design challenges associated with scaling up to a 100 MWe power plant,
we consider a mixed high-temp regenerator/low temp PCHE design with four regenerator
beds, just as in the 10 MWe case presented in Chapter 5. Key regenerator design parameters
include a target effectiveness of 99%, 3 mm particle diameter, a 45-second switching period,
target bed pressure drop of 187.5 kPa, and valve target pressure drops of 80 kPa on the
hot side and 40 kPa on the cold side. This resulted in a regenerator bed with length and
diameter of 1 m and 4.4 m, respectively, and a pressure vessel with a total thickness of 10
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Figure 7.2: CSP plant LCOE as a function of power cycle efficiency and cost for (top) 2030
Sunshot CSP cost targets and (bottom) current CSP costs.
inches. This pressure vessel would be impractical to construct, and the packed bed may
not be able to spread flow sufficiently to fully utilize the bed with such a high D/L aspect
ratio. Additionally, the minimum valve Cv at the cold inlet was found to be 9,418, and the
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maximum valve Cv at the hot inlet was found to be 16,878. According to FlowServe, the
maximum valve Cv that can be provided is 8800 for the cold side valves and 8100 for the
hot side valves.
A more practical design would have smaller valves and thinner pressure vessels with a
D/L aspect ratio closer to or less than one. Valve size could be reduced by increasing allowed
valve pressure drop or by splitting the regenerator into more sets of beds. The regenerator
aspect ratio could be improved by increasing the allowable pressure drop, increasing sphere
diameter, splitting the regenerator into more sets of beds, and/or having multiple regenerator
beds per set of valves. Figure 7.3 shows an example of a regenerator with four sets and four
beds per set.
In this chapter, we seek to provide realistic 100 MWe cycle designs by implementing
constraints on allowable valve and regenerator sizes. Because many combination of valve
and regenerator numbers and sizes is possible, it is necessary to establish guidelines for
designing the system.
7.1.4 Regenerator Design Guidelines
The previous chapter illustrated the operational challenges that occur when regenerators
are designed according to the assumption that switching can occur instantaneously. Design-
ing each regenerator and valve to handle the full flow rate lead to very large regenerators
that spend half of the actual regenerator cycle doing nothing. However, this issue becomes
less prevalent as the number of bed sets is increased. Each regenerator bed must be sized to







When Nsets = 2, as in the previous chapter, each bed must be designed to accommodate
the full flow rate. However, if Nsets = 4, each bed must accommodate only one third of
the total flow rate. Essentially, each set of beds switches in series, and while one set is
switching, the other sets perform the charge and discharge processes. Figure 7.4 shows a
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of a regenerator with two sets of beds and four beds per set.
qualitative plot of how the nominal flow rate in each regenerator bed changes throughout
one regenerator cycle for a regenerator with four regenerator sets. At any given time, either
one regenerator set is undergoing pressurization and blowdown, or one regenerator set is
opening while another set closes.
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Figure 7.4: Plots of nominal bed flow rate for a regenerator with four sets of beds. Each
solid horizontal time axis intersects flow rate of zero for that particular regenerator bed;
values above these lines indicates positive flow (hot end to cold end), while values below
these lines indicates negative flow (cold end to hot end).
We can also apply constraints relating the total time a regenerator bed is transferring
heat to the actual total cycle time via the valve opening time and switching time. The total
cycle time is expressed as:
tcyc,tot = 2Nsets (tv,open + tswitch) (7.5)
where tv,open = tv,close, and tswitch = tlink + tpress = tlink + tblowdown. We can assume that
during switching, no heat is being transferred, and that during opening and closing, the heat
transferred equals half the amount that would be transferred if the valves were left open.
With these assumptions, the heat transfer time can be estimated as:
tHT = 2 (Nsets − 1) (tv,open + tswitch) (7.6)
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The heat transfer time tHT should be equivalent to the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model
switching period P0. In the previous chapter, it was noted that the minimum valve opening
and closing time is 5 seconds, and that switching can be accomplished in just under 5 seconds.
With tv,open = tswitch = 5, the minimum heat transfer and total cycle time for a regenerator
with two sets are 20 seconds and 40 seconds, respectively. For a regenerator with four sets,
the minimum times increase to 60 and 80 seconds. The correct approach in selecting the
regenerator heat transfer time is to constrain it to be greater than the minimum tHT based
on the fastest possible valve opening and switching and the number of sets. Once tHT = P0
is selected, Equation 7.6 can be used to determine the actual switching time, and Equation
7.5 can be used to determine the total cycle time. These equations must be respected if
the results from the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model are to be correctly represented during the
simulation of an actual regenerator.
7.2 Optimization Model
Table 7.3 gives decision variables, input parameters, constraints, and a baseline design for
the NTU-effectiveness-Cm optimization model. Decision variables such as sphere diameter,
bed pressure drop, regenerator effectiveness, and switching period effectively determine how
the regenerator is sized and operated. The valve sizes are limited to actual Cv values provided
by FlowServe, and can vary to optimize pressure drop based on the number of bed sets
the optimizer selects. Low-temperature recuperator effectiveness and recompression split
fraction help to balance cycle efficiency with LTR cost.
Although gPROMS has mixed integer optimization capabilities, it was found that the
impact of varying integer decision variables was either predictable or relatively minor. For
example, the number of bed sets will tend toward the minimum value, as this reduces the
overall number of valves needed. We select four bed sets to reduce flow rate and power
fluctuations, but also to allow reasonable sized valves. With four bed sets, the baseline valve
sizes given in Table 7.3 result in reasonable valve pressure drops between 30 and 100 kPa.
The number of beds per set primarily impacts the bed aspect ratio, and values between 12
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and 20 allow an aspect ratio less than one. To eliminate the need to perform mixed integer
optimization we fix this value to 16. A few other set parameters include main compressor
inlet pressure (7.6 MPa), main compressor outlet pressure (25 MPa), LTR hot-side pressure
drop (187.5 kPa), main compressor inlet temperature (42◦C) precooler pressure drop (1 kPa),
PHX pressure drop (100 kPa), and turbine inlet temperature (720◦C). These parameters were
fixed in order to simplify the optimization process and to adhere to common sCO2 and CSP
industry practices.
Table 7.3: Optimization model decision variables and constraints
Variable Type Lower bound Upper bound Baseline
Sphere diameter (mm) Continuous DV 1 10 4
Bed ∆P (kPa) Continuous DV 25 500 187.5
Regenerator ε (-) Continuous DV 0.1 1 0.99
Switching period P0 (s) Continuous DV 60 500 120
Recompression split (-) Continuous DV 0.3 0.45 0.34
LTR ε(-) Continuous DV 0.1 0.94 0.88
# of bed sets (-) Integer Parameter 4 8 4
# of beds per set Integer Parameter 2 24 16
Hot inlet valve Cv Integer Parameter 5550, 8100 5550
Hot outlet valve Cv Integer Parameter 3550, 5550, 8800 5550
Cold inlet valve Cv Integer Parameter 2450, 3550, 5550, 8800 3550
Cold outlet valve Cv Integer Parameter 2450, 3550, 5550, 8100 3550
Bed aspect ratio (-) Continuous Constraint 0.001 1 0.7
Bed Cm (-) Continuous Constraint 1.5 ∞ 1.71
P0 − tHT,min Aux Variable 0 ∞ 60
Cycle Cost (✩/kWe) Aux Variable - - 830
Cycle Efficiency (%) Aux Variable - - 43.2
LCOE (¢/kWh) Objective - - 6.28
The two primary regenerator constraints are bed aspect ratio (D/L) and Cm. The aspect
ratio is constrained to be less than one as this is thought to be a reasonable upper bound on
the diameter-to-length ratio. Because the model is zero-dimensional, there is no penalty for
very high aspect ratios for which flow might be insufficiently dispersed. Similarly, there is no
penalty for very low matrix capacity ratios that would result in large discharge temperature
fluctuations, as illustrated by the regenerator data presented in chapter 3. For this reason, the
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matrix capacity ratio is constrained to be greater than 1.5 to ensure reasonable discharge
temperature fluctuations. It should be noted that if the number of sets were a decision
variable, then the switching period should be constrained according to Equation 7.5.
7.2.1 Total Recuperative Cost Studies
The baseline design provided in Table 7.3 gives a feasible design that resolves the chal-
lenges of scale discussed previously. However, it is not an optimal solution and it tells little
of the sensitivity of the LCOE to cycle cost and efficiency. To analyze this sensitivity, we
perform a parametric study in which the low-temperature recuperator effectiveness is calcu-
lated by fixing the total recuperative cost, and the rest of the system is optimized around
this constraint. This is somewhat similar to the approach taken by Neises and Turchi [123],
where total recuperative conductance was fixed as a parameter for much of the study. In our
study we consider a PCHE-only system, a mixed-regenerative system with both actuated
and check valves, and a purely-regenerative system equipped with check valves. For the
purely regenerative case, low temperature regenerator sphere diameter, pressure drop, effec-
tiveness, and switching time are added to the list of decision variables, and low-temperature
regenerator aspect ratio and Cm are added to the constraints.
This optimization is performed for four cases: (1) Using Sunshot 2030 CSP cost targets
with literature PCHE costs from Ref [137], (2) using Sunshot 2030 CSP cost targets with the
vendor quote for PCHE costs, (3) Using current CSP costs with PCHE costs from Ref [137],
and (4) using current CSP costs with the vendor quote for PCHE costs. These cost cases
are summarized in Table 7.4. For mixed cases, the system is optimized with both actuated
valve costs and check valve costs. Together, these studies capture sensitivity to uncertainty
in CSP costs and variability in valve and PCHE costs.
Figure 7.5 shows LCOE and thermal efficiency as a function of total recuperative cost
for case (1) (left) and cost case (2) (right). For case (1), an optimal total recuperative ex-
penditure exists between ✩200/kWe and ✩300/kWe. For lower total recuperative cost, the
detriment to efficiency results in high CSP heat input costs, while at high total recuperative
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Table 7.4: Optimization model decision variables and constraints
Case # CSP Cost PCHE Cost Reference
(1) Sunshot 2030 Weiland, et al [137]
(2) Sunshot 2030 Vendor Quote [37]
(3) Current Weiland, et al [137]
(4) Current Vendor Quote [37]
costs, the power cycle cost dominates. It is also immediately clear that for the case (1)
conditions, all regenerative configurations are more expensive than the purely recuperative
configuration. This is due simply to the fact that the PCHE cost provided by Ref [137] is
cheaper than regenerators. For case (2), the mixed regenerative systems achieve minimum
LCOE at low recuperative cost. For these cases, recompression is effectively eliminated be-
cause the low LTR effectiveness results in a high recompression compressor inlet temperature,
which in turn hurts efficiency. Nonetheless, case (2) illustrates that with higher PCHE costs,
we see that regenerators can potentially result in lower cost than recuperators. However, the
benefit is fairly small, at only a 1% improvement in LCOE over the optimal recuperative
case, which is smaller than the probable margin of uncertainty in the overall LCOE calcula-
tion. Not surprisingly, this figure also shows that while higher PCHE costs may improve the
outlook of regenerators, they raise the overall LCOE and reduce the achievable efficiency at
a given recuperative cost.
Figure 7.6 shows LCOE and thermal efficiency for cost cases 3 (left) and 4 (right), rep-
resenting different PCHE costs for current CSP costs. These plots show generally the same
trends between PCHE costs as Figure 7.5. However, the optimal designs shift toward higher
recuperative costs because the cost of heat input is higher for current CSP than for 2030
targets. The maximum possible improvement to LCOE that regenerators could provide is
marginally better than for the 2030 CSP cost target cases at 1.75%.
Figure 7.7 shows LTR effectiveness, recompression fraction, and regenerator switching
period, and component capital costs as a function of recuperative cost for case (1). For recu-
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Figure 7.5: LCOE and cycle thermal efficiency as a function of total recuperative cost for
(left) cost case 1 and (right) cost case 2.
perative costs below ✩250/kWe, the LTR effectiveness for the PCHE system was constrained
to be less than 94% to ensure a reasonable design - i.e., exluding designs with extremely
high LTR effectiveness but very low HTR effectiveness. Because the high-temperature re-
cuperator is more expensive per W/K due to its high temperature, the optimizer would
preferentially shift more of the recuperation to the cheaper LTR. For recuperative costs
above ✩250/kWe, generally all cases require very high LTR effectiveness to achieve the speci-
fied total recuperative cost. Recompression fraction increases with recuperative cost because
the recompression compressor inlet temperature is lower with higher amounts of recupera-
tion, thus making recompression more efficient and less costly. This trend is similar to that
seen in similar CSP cost optimization studies [123], but contradicts studies in which power
cycle efficiency is optimized, which tend to suggest optimal recompression fractions around
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Figure 7.6: LCOE and cycle thermal efficiency as a function of total recuperative cost for
(left) cost case 3 and (right) cost case 4.
30-40% [140]. Regenerator switching period generally increases with increasing recuperative
cost because this corresponds to a larger regenerator bed, which is necessary to reach high
recuperative costs. Turbomachinery costs are mostly unaffected by the amount of recuper-
ation, though they are higher for regenerative cases due to carryover. Precooler and PHX
costs decrease with efficiency; thus they are lower with more recuperation and with higher
efficiency cycle designs. This is important for CSP systems because PHX costs are highly
uncertain due to their relative novelty. If PHX costs end up much higher in reality, then
spending more on recuperation may help power cycle cost by reducing PHX costs. Precooler
and PHX costs are higher for regenerators than recuperators at a given total recuperative
cost because in cost case (1), regenerators are more expensive than recuperators, resulting
in lower efficiency at a fixed recuperative cost.
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Figure 7.7: LTR effectiveness, recompression fraction, regenerator switching period, and
component capital costs as a function of recuperative cost for cost case (1).
Because the amount of recuperation and type of recuperation technology affects all other
component costs, it is beneficial to consider the relationship between thermal efficiency and
total power cycle cost. Figure 7.8 shows optimal thermal efficiency as a function of total
power cycle cost for all four cases. Generally speaking, curves lying farthest to the left and
toward the top represent designs that provide the best value. For example, for cost cases
(1) and (3) (left two plots), achieving 48% efficiency with check-valve equipped regenerators
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requires an additional ✩50/kWe relative to recuperators. For cost cases (2) and (4) (right
two plots), this relationship is reversed, and recuperators require an additional ✩50/kWe to
achieve the same thermal efficiency. In fact, the vendor quote cases (2) and (4) (right two
plots) are generally characterized by the efficiency-cost relationship of the PCHE system
shifting up by about ✩100/kWe. This make sense, as the primary difference between the
left plots and the right plots is that recuperators are more expensive for the right plots.
Comparing the top two plots to the bottom two plots (2030 CSP costs vs current costs)
finds little difference between cases. This is because the main difference between the top
plots and bottom plots is that heat input is more expensive for the bottom two plots. While
this strongly influences LCOE as shown in Figure 7.6, it has little effect on the relationship
between power cycle cost and efficiency shown here.
Figure 7.8: Optimal thermal efficiency as a function of power cycle cost for (top left) case
1, (top right) case 2, (bottom left) case 3, (bottom right) case 4.
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This illustrates that the plots shown in Figure 7.8 are relevant to applications other than
CSP. Those interested in other technologies could take this information and determine the
optimal power cycle expenditure for their application. It should be noted that most compo-
nents are costed with correlations from Weiland, et al, with typical uncertainty margins of
plus or minus 20-40%. Assuming that this propagates to a power cycle cost uncertainty of
± 30%, the differences between recuperation technologies cannot be considered significant.
7.2.2 Turbine Inlet Temperature
Regenerators may be advantageous over recuperators for higher temperature power cy-
cles. As illustrated by the recuperator temperature cost multiplier given by Weiland, et al
[137], increasing recuperator temperature beyond 550◦C can significantly increase the cost
due to the need to switch to materials mechanically suitable to operate at such tempera-
tures, such as nickel alloys. Direct-fired natural gas cycles such as the Allam cycle [30] or
similar cycles proposed by NETL [141] require high-temperature recuperators that operate
at temperatures up to 760◦C. These cycles are trans-critical and require thermal integration
with an air separation unit, so analysis of these cycles with regenerators is beyond the scope
of this work. However, indirect sCO2 cycles might have turbine inlet temperatures up to
760◦C [142]. For the cycle considered here, this turbine inlet temperature would correspond
to a high-temperature recuperator/regenerator hot inlet temperature of 600-610◦C. For the
recuperator cost correlation given by Weiland, et al [137], this temperature increase would
result in the high-temperature recuperator cost doubling. Regenerators have the advantage
that up to 610◦C, the only component that would need to change materials is the hot inlet
valve. The packed bed inside the regenerator is not load-bearing, and the pressure vessel is
internally insulated to keep its temperature low.
To analyze the potential benefit that regenerators could provide up to 760◦C, we assume
that the hot inlet valve cost scales with temperature identically to recuperators according
to Ref [137]. Two configurations are compared: purely recuperative and mixed regenerative
with high-temperature check valves. We consider only the cost correlation for recuperators
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provided by Weiland, et al as the vendor quote is not valid up to 610◦C. The turbine cost
changes as a function of temperature according to Equation 7.3. The PHX cost remains
independent of temperature due to a lack of available cost data.
Figure 7.9: LCOE and thermal efficiency as a function of turbine inlet temperature for
purely recuperative and mixed regenerative systems under case 3 cost assumptions.
Figure 7.9 shows the resulting comparison, illustrating that regenerators may result in
lower LCOE for temperatures above 745◦C while enabling slightly higher efficiency. However,
the benefit to LCOE is only about 0.5%. It is also possible that the temperature dependence
of the primary heat exchanger cost, if captured, would dwarf any cost benefit that regen-
erators provide relative to recuperators. Furthermore, the availability of Nickel alloy valves
at temperatures above 570◦C has not been verified. Nonetheless, this study illustrates that
there may be benefit in employing regenerators for higher-temperature applications.
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7.3 Other Considerations
Despite exploring two ends of a fairly large range of recuperator costs, the previous
analysis suggests that it is difficult to say with certainty whether regenerators are better or
worse than recuperators. In this section, we note a few considerations that were not and/or
could not be included in this analysis.
7.3.1 The cost of fluctuation mitigation
Chapter 5 showed that regenerators are capable of inflicting significant temperature,
pressure, flow rate, and power fluctuations on the system. While the techno-economic study
presented in this chapter attempted to mitigate these effects by employing four regenerator
sets rather than two and constraining the matrix capacity ratio to be high enough to limit
temperature fluctuations, the actual cost associated with buffer volumes, thermal transient
reducers, and O&M due to increased wear and tear on components is not captured.
7.3.2 Vendor-dependence of valve cost
This study took precise valve cost quotes from one vendor. Because valve costs make up
a significant portion of overall regenerative sub-system cost, any variation in valve cost will
have a strong impact on the results presented herein.
7.3.3 Operations, Maintenance, and Replacement Costs
While power cycle O&M costs are approximated in the SAM LCOE calculation, they
do not distinguish between regenerators and recuperators. Because both recuperators and
regenerators have little field experience with sCO2 cycles, it is difficult to quantify what the
difference in O&M costs would be. Regenerator valves will likely need repair or replacement
throughout the plant life, which may result in more frequent servicing than recuperators.
However, individual service or replacement events are likely to be much less costly than they
would be for less modularly designed recuperator. One or two PCHE core replacements
during the life of a power plant might easily outweigh differences in initial capital cost.
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7.4 Chapter Summary and Next Steps
In this chapter, a 100 MWe regenerative recompression Brayton cycle was optimized and
compared to recuperative cycles on the bases of cost and efficiency. Regenerator design rules
were derived and presented that establish allowable switching times based on the number of
regenerator sets chosen. A nonlinear optimization model was developed to compare regen-
erative systems to recuperative systems for various total recuperative costs. This analysis
found that regenerator economic performance relative to recuperators depends highly on
variations in recuperator cost. At best, regenerators may achieve a 1% reduction in LCOE
relative to recuperators, which is likely less than the margin of uncertainty in component
costing. Regardless of recuperation technology, the study illustrates the importance of op-
timizing cost instead of efficiency, as key parameters such as recuperator effectiveness and
recompression fraction may have significantly different values depending on the objective.
Regenerators were also compared to recuperators at higher turbine inlet temperatures,
showing that regenerators may achieve lower LCOE at higher temperatures. This is due to
the fact that only the high temperature valves must be replaced with expensive materials,
rather than the entire regenerator-valve subsystem. While the availability of valves capa-
ble of operating at significantly higher temperatures is unknown, these results support the
possibility that regenerators could be cheaper than recuperators at higher temperatures.
Future work could include investigation of operations and maintenance costs of regenera-
tors and recuperators. Techno-economic analysis of regenerators for direct-fired sCO2 cycles
operating at higher temperatures could potentially highlight an application that would be
better served by regenerators. This analysis should be informed by simulation of regenera-
tors with high-temperature check valves, which will likely reduce performance slightly due
to mixing on the hot-side of the regenerator. The severity of this mixing would most easily
be determined through simulation similar to what was performed in Chapter 5. Finally,
simulation of a regenerative system with four bed sets could determine if flow and power
fluctuations are sufficiently dampened.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of this research was to develop and deploy a regenerative heat exchanger
model for supercritical carbon dioxide power cycles in order to enhance characterization of
thermodynamic and economic performance of regenerative sCO2 power cycles and to further
the understanding of how regenerators operate within these power cycles and influence cycle
design. This work has included model validation with experimental data, dynamic system
simulation, and techno-economic system optimization. This chapter summarizes this work,
highlights the key findings identified, and recommends suitable future efforts for regenerative
heat exchanger technological development.
8.1 Summary of Work Completed
This work began with the development of a transient, one-dimensional regenerative heat
exchanger model. This model captures local temperature and pressure dependence of CO2
properties, enabling accurate calculation of heat transfer coefficients and friction factors.
It also captures process switching, giving a precise representation of the effect of carryover
on both regenerator and system performance, and allowing for the investigation of different
valve sizes and opening rates.
The detailed model was compared to experimental data for two 10 kWth regenerators;
one without internal insulation and one with internal insulation. The model was compared
to the data on bases of effectiveness, pressure drop, carryover mass, total heat transfer, and
average discharge temperatures. In general the model predicts effectiveness, heat transfer,
and discharge temperatures within 5%, and predicts pressure drop and carryover within 10%.
This effort also illustrated measurable spikes in compressor flow rate during process switching
due to carryover and potentially large variations in discharge temperature fluctuations.
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The model was implemented in 10 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle simulations
to evaluate its performance and influence on the cycle, as well as to evaluate how a sim-
pler NTU-effectiveness-Cm model performs relative to a more detailed model. To perform
this simulation, it was necessary to develop several other component models including a dy-
namic printed-circuit heat exchanger model for the low-temperature recuperator and primary
heat exchanger, a dynamic finned-tube air cooler model, a variable inlet guide vane radial
compressor model, and a radial turbine model that captures off-design behavior. Recent
literature publications on sCO2 machinery were used to develop these models. Together,
the detailed regenerator and component models enabled simulation of a 10 MWe recom-
pression Brayton cycle for two regenerator-valve design options. In the first design option,
the regenerators were designed such that each bed could handle half the nominal flow rate
and the valves switched as quickly as possible. In the second design option, regenerators
were designed to accommodate the full flow rate, and switching was elongated to reduce
the magnitude of flow rate fluctuations. The two design options were compared in terms of
average cycle performance and the magnitude of fluctuations in temperature, flow rate, and
power throughout the cycle. Fluctuation mitigation methods including buffer volumes and
a packed bed thermal transient reducer were also investigated.
The second design option was employed in a load-following study that compared regener-
ator part-load and transient behavior to that of traditional printed-circuit heat exchangers.
A control strategy was developed that allowed for control of net power output, turbine
outlet temperature, recompression fraction, and compressor inlet pressure by manipulating
inventory mass flow rates, molten salt flow rate, and compressor inlet guide vane angles, re-
spectively. The dynamic air cooler model was replaced with a simplified thermodynamic heat
rejection model to improve computational speed and stability at part-load. A linearization
of the recuperative system was used in Simulink to assign proportional and integral gains
for a PI controller. The regenerative system additionally required a notch filter to reduce
fluttering of control variables due to fluctuations caused by carryover. Both recuperative and
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regenerative systems were simulated through a 3%/minute ramp rate down to 37% of rated
power. These simulations found that regenerators perform equally as well as recuperators at
part-load, and that both technologies allow fast response to moderate load changes. Regen-
erator carryover complicates controller development slightly but not prohibitively. Control
development is expected to be easier for regenerative systems designed to achieve smaller
fluctuations in flow rate and power.
Findings from the 10 MWe dynamic simulation study were used in the final chapter to
inform system design and optimization of a 100 MWe sCO2 recompression Brayton cycle. In
this final chapter, design guidelines are recommended that improve the validity of a reduced
order NTU-effectiveness-Cm model for optimization. The reduced order model is then used
to optimize a 100 MWe cycle for concentrating solar power operation. This optimization
effort compares purely recuperative, purely regenerative, and mixed regenerative/recupera-
tive cycles on the basis of levelized cost of energy and efficiency for four different scenarios:
(1) low recuperator cost and low future CSP costs, (2) intermediate recuperator cost and
low future CSP costs, (3) low recuperator cost and current CSP costs, and (4) intermediate
recuperator cost and current CSP costs. The influence of turbine inlet temperature on this
comparison was also explored.
8.2 Key Findings
This section highlights the key findings from this dissertation. These findings are orga-
nized into categories including regenerator model development, system design and operation,
control and load-following, and system optimization.
8.2.1 Detailed regenerator model development
The first major finding identified by this work is that it is possible not only to develop a
transient, 1-D regenerator model capable of capturing both temporal and spacial variations
in fluid and solid properties, but such a model can be used to simulate parallel regenerator
beds within an entire system. Many previous publications on regenerators cite computational
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complexity as a barrier to even developing more detailed models, let alone simulating systems
with them. Specific findings include:
❼ A 1-D plug-flow model can capture temperature variations within a regenerator to a
high degree of accuracy when the adiabatic wall boundary condition is actually met in
practice with an insulated regenerator.
❼ The model still performs well when compared to an un-insulated regenerator, but for
long switching times, the effects of fluid-to-wall heat transfer become more prevalent
and the model starts to deviate from the experimental data.
❼ Heat transfer is best calculated by integrating an energy balance on the entire regener-
ator throughout one regenerative cycle. The cycle-averaged heat transfer for the charge
and discharge processes can be different, making effectiveness difficult to quantify, and
potentially suggesting that effectiveness can be greater than one.
❼ Effectiveness should be taken in context with other regenerator and system performance
targets such as carryover, temperature fluctuations, and efficiency.
8.2.2 System design and operation
The second major finding of this work is that regenerators should not be designed for a
power cycle assuming that switching happens immediately. sCO2 power cycles have very high
flow rates, on the order of 10kg/s per Megawatt of power. As a result, valves for handling
this flow into and out of regenerators are very large and take a long time to fully open and
close. The minimum opening/closing time advised for this study by a valve manufacturer
was five seconds, meaning that complete switching requires 15 seconds to proceed. If all
regenerator beds are designed for only half the nominal flow rate, than while one regenerator
is switching, the other regenerator must accomodate twice its design flow rate. At twice the
design flow rate, the pressure drop quadruples, resulting in pressure fluctuations of over one
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MPa every 15 seconds. This design strategy also sees severe fluctuations in turbomachinery
flow rate up to 28%, causing fluctuations in net system power of up to 25%.
The preferable design option is to size regenerator beds for the flow that they must
accomodate while the other regenerators are switching. In chapter five there were only two
regenerator sets considered; therefore, each regenerator set must be sized to accomodate
the full flow rate. Switching could then be elongated by opening the cold inlet valve very
slowly during pressurization, in order to reduce the magnitude of the flow rate fluctuations
through the compressors. This approach limits pressure fluctuations to 200-400 kPa, flow
rate fluctuations to 2-10%, and net power fluctuations to 5%. While these are still significant
fluctuations, they are substantially better than those of the first design option. However,
fluctuations in discharge temperature are actually higher for design option two than design
option one, at ±75◦C. Additional findings from this study include:
❼ Increasing buffer volumes from 0.5 m3 to 10 m3 reduces temperature fluctuations sig-
nificantly, but has little impact on flow rate and net power fluctuations.
❼ An additional packed bed between the high-temperature regenerator and PHX, termed
a “thermal transient reducer”, can significantly reduce PHX inlet temperature fluctu-
ations. This packed bed effectively dampens the temperature fluctuations going to
the primary heat exchanger, and it is presumably cheaper to manufacture and eas-
ier to maintain than the PHX, which would undoubtedly be harmed by temperature
fluctuations of ± 75◦C every 20 seconds.
❼ Both valve design options achieve similar regenerator and cycle performance, and this
performance matches that of the reduced order NTU-effectiveness-Cm model. This
provides confidence that if regenerator switching is properly accounted for, the reduced
order model can be effectively used for regenerator design and system optimization.
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8.2.3 Part-load and Load-following Performance
The purpose of the part-load study was to identify any differences in how regenerators
might perform at part-load and in load-following scenarios relative to recuperators. The
general conclusion is that regenerators perform at least as well as recuperators. It is possible
that regenerators enable slighly higher system efficiency at part-load, but more analysis must
be performed to determine if this is simply a function of controller design. Specific findings
include the following:
❼ Both technologies allow quick response to a 3%/min ramp rate.
❼ Regenerative systems see fluctuations in part-load due to carryover, just as they do at
rated power. These fluctuations can cause fluttering in control variables.
❼ Implementation of a notch filter can reduce the magnitude of control variable fluttering.
❼ Controlling for turbine outlet temperature to limit HTR maximum temperature has
less of an impact on part-load thermal efficiency than turbine isentropic efficiency.
8.2.4 System Optimization
Chapter 6 provides guidelines for ensuring that the design produced by the NTU-effectiveness-
Cm model does not cause severe flow and power fluctuations. Under these guidelines, one
assumes that the parallel regenerator beds switch one at a time, in series. As such, each bed
should be designed to accommodate a flow rate of ṁtotal (Nsets − 1) /Nsets. In this manner, at
any given time one set of beds is switching but all others are operational. The more sets of
beds, the lesser the impact of the carryover caused by the one bed that is switching. Because
we assume that the beds switch in series though, more sets of beds requires a longer overall
switching time. As such, the chapter defines constraints on minimum switching time based
on the number of sets.
The following conclusions were drawn from the 100 MWe CSP optimization study:
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❼ If recuperators are inexpensive, regenerators will have trouble being economically com-
petitive, even with low-cost check valves.
❼ If recuperators are expensive, regenerators may provide some economic benefit.
❼ Optimizing sCO2 cycles for 2030 Sunshot CSP costs results in lower optimal thermal
efficiencies than optimizing for current CSP costs. However, the CSP costs have little
impact on the relative merits of recuperators versus regenerators.
❼ Regenerators may provide greater cost benefits relative to recuperators for higher tem-
prature cycles, such as direct-fired natural gas cycles. However, this potential benefit
hinges on the cost and feasibility of manufacturing large valves using nickel alloys.
❼ Considerations such as operation and maintenance costs likely have a significant impact
on the relative merit of regenerators versus recuperators, but O&M costs were not
included in this study due to a lack of data.
8.3 Contributions
In addition to the key findings listed previously, this dissertation has made a number
of contributions to the fields of regenerative heat exchanger modeling, sCO2 power cycle
modeling, and CSP plant optimization. Those key contributions are described in this section.
The regenerator model presented herein is the most advanced packed-bed
heat exchanger model employed in system and transient studies to date. As
mentioned above, many works in extant literature cite computational complexity as a reason
to neglect phenomena such as process switching and local fluid properties. This study shows
that regenerator models can include many of these phenomena and still be useful for system
simulation. Furthermore, this study shows that capturing process-switching in particular is
critical for regenerator and valve sizing and development of operation strategies, and that
neglecting switching is a dangerous assumption for power plant sized regenerators.
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This study has shown that with proper guidelines for regenerator sizing and
operation, a simplified model can still be used to generate regenerator and system
designs. While the detailed model presented in Chapter 3 is useful for system simulation,
it cannot be used to take performance targets and generate a geometric regenerator design.
The NTU-effectiveness-Cm model discussed in Chapter 2 is better suited for this task. How-
ever, that model requires a few key modifications. First, the carryover estimation must be
accurate. The impact of carryover illustrated in Chapter 5 motivated a better estimation of
carryover for the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model, as explained in Ref [84]. With this estimation
incorporated into the system design, the system efficiency and state point data estimated
by the simplified model still carries through with detailed system simulation. Chapter 7
provides further guidelines for the NTU-effectiveness-Cm model to reduce fluctuations and
select appropriate switching times based on the number of regenerator bed sets used.
This dissertation presents the first load-following study of a regenerative sCO2
power cycle and one of the first load-following studies of an sCO2 cycle in general.
The sCO2 cycle research field is still developing and relatively few transient or load-following
studies exist. This dissertation adds to a small set of fully transient load-following studies.
The optimization study in Chapter 7 presents one of the most comprehensive
techno-economic analyses of sCO2 power cycles for concentrating solar power
to-date, employing the most recent component cost data available. Most sCO2
power cycle optimization studies have focused on system efficiency. This thesis combines
recent sCO2 cycle component cost data with CSP economic tools in SAM and gPROMS’s
robust optimization solvers to present a thorough techno-economic analysis of sCO2 cycles for
CSP. While this study cannot make absolute claims about the relative merit of regenerators
versus recuperators, it does illustrate sensitivity to recuperator cost and CSP heat input
cost. And even though the optimization was performed for CSP specifically, the results also
have meaning to other applications.
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8.4 Future Work
Future activities in regenerator development involve more detailed analysis on regenener-
ator fluctuations and economics. Simulating a regenerator with four bed sets would illustrate
how significantly flow rate, power, and temperature fluctuations could be reduced by employ-
ing more regenerator sets. However, understanding what fluctuations are tolerable requires
a more detailed analysis of the effects of these fluctuations on turbomachinery design and
performance. The tolerance in net power fluctuations is also important.
Larger-scale testing would help determine the validity of the fluctuations predicted by
the model. Though not discussed in this thesis, demonstration-scale testing is also necessary
to determine suitable ways to solve challenges such as internal insulation and dissimilar
rates of thermal expansion between the pressure vessel and the inner liner of the regenerator
insulation. Such testing would also inevitably uncover other research challenges specific to
regenerator design and operation.
Part-load and load-following simulation would benefit from added modeling fidelity in-
cluding air-cooler control, estimating and constraining component thermal stresses, incor-
porating heat loss, simulating different ramp rates and/or CSP-specific part-load operating
scenarios, capturing plant parasitics such as air and molten salt pumping losses, and com-
paring different primary heaters for different CSP heat transfer media.
The economic analysis of regenerators would benefit from an understanding of how check
valves perform relative to actuated valves, and how regenerator operations and maintenance
costs compare to those of recuperators. The latter will be difficult to quantify with great
accuracy as both sCO2 regenerators and recuperators are relatively new technologies with
few hours of operation in the field. However, regenerator O&M costs might be informed by
pressure swing adsorption technology, which is somewhat similar in concept. As discussed in
Chapter 6, regenerator techno-economic analysis for direct-fired sCO2 cycles is likely worth
performing, as only the hot valves need to be replaced. This analysis will hinge on the
feasibility and cost of manufacturing nickel alloy valves.
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